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Goes-Down
useum"
&fin, 13-year-old eighth
pil of Bethany school,
the spelling of "dins-
n d correctly spelled
' to win the annual CaId-
nty spelling bee Satur-
re a crowded courtroom.
ginia Strong is the win-
her. Her parent; are Mr.
H. E. Ruffin.
liver, who won second
a 12-year old .student in
h grade at Eureka. She
ghter of Mr. and Mrs.
liver, Route 1. Third
er was Phyllis Lisan-
ar-old eighth grade pu-
ney Grove and a daugh-
and Mrs. Albert Lisan-
went down on the word,
al".
inner received $10, a dic-
and a medal f r o m the
ournal and The Louis-
es, presented by Clifton
unty superintendent; e10
Farm Bureau, presented
. Brown, Jr. president,
om The Princeton Lead-
nted by Miss Dorothy
is. The second and third
nners received
tively, f m
e award
eceived $1 each from the
erchants Association.
•ntestant received a cer-
half of the contestants
e standing at the end of
s t 15
-minute spelling
Creasey, who partici-
this year's event, was last
inner, with Marshall Pat-
face and this year's win-
ry Ruffin, winning third
uncer was Mrs. Guy Nich-
onia High School. Judges
iss Amy Nichols, Mrs.
tit and Miss Dorothy Ann
Kentucky Scouts
Two-Deck Boat
'ft of a 130-foot, two-deck
the West Kentucky Area,
uts of America Council,
ently made by the Kos-
ment Co., Kosmosdale, to
camping facilities and
use of the Scout camping
Turkey Creek Bay, Ken-
• ke, it is announced.
boat, which has sleeping
o ations for 25 to 30 per-
ill be tow T down the
iver by the osmos peo-
Mt. Vernon, Ill., where
uts wlil take charge and
he boat to the camping
hich is located about two
om Golden 'Pond. •
Class Play
Given April 7
hers of the Junior Class of
High School Will present
-act comedy at 7:30 p. m.
April 7, at the School
ium, it is annouhced.
ast will be Catherine Hop.
fly Clayton, Nancy, Farm-
sy Dalzell, Jerry P'Pool,
ay Peters, Herbert Scott,
cal, Dorothy Felker, Bar-
ox and Norma Sue Cart-
Princeton, Ca dwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 30, 1950
PARTICIPANTS IN COUNTY SPELLING BEE
Participants in the amulet Caldwell County Spelling Bee held at the courthouse 
Saturday.
were: first row, left to right, Barbara Jean Cummins, Mt. Hebron; Roselle Walker,
 Blue Springs;
Daisy Holt, Crider; Charlotte Glass, Lewistown; Janie Harper, Flat Rock; Doris O
liver (second
place), Eureka; Mary Ruffin afire place), Bethany; Phyllis Lisanby (third place), Piney
 Grove;
Suzanne White, Friendship; Gilbert Clyde Candler, East Side; second row, Gilbert 
Ladd, Belle
Buckle; Ethylene Cummins, Nabb; Delores Creasey, Fredonia Junior High; Loretta 
Howton, Hall;
Ella Mae Massey, Quinn; Hilda Vinsori, Fredonia Grades; Iola VanHooser, Hart; Robbie
 Candler,
Butler Junior High; Mary Sue Futrell, Cobb; Hilda Ray, Farmersville; Kenneth 
Wayne Lamb,
White; Leroy Roberts, Cave Creek; and James Gray, Liberty; third row, Amy 
Nichols, judge;
Mrs. Guy Nichols, pronouncer; Dorothy Ann Davis, judge; Mrs. Lois Pettit, judge, and Clifton
Clift, superintendent, Caldwell County Schools.., .
Rotary Club Holds
Fredonia Night
Rev. J. H. Thomas,
F-Pidnniel Pastor, Is
r='ic,St Sneaker
The Rev. J. Holland Thomas,
pastor of the Fredonia Baptist
Church, was guest speaker at the
Princeton Rotary Club's annual
Tuesday at the Fredonia High
School gymnasium. He spoke on
"The Relations Which Exist Be.
tween Princeton and Fredonia."
Rev. Thomas told Rotary mem-
bers and the•club's 26 guests, who
were merchants and farmers of
Fred on i a, that both towns
are interdependent agriculturally,
economically and religiously.
Prior to Rev. Thomas' address,
ffiffsfPliTrittgfinti iinffellfelerffeel
by Mrs. Kitty Quertermous, Mrs.
John Cox, Miss Wilma Green and
Robert Seymore. Also Dr. W. E.
Willis was presented a three-year
perfect attendance pin.
Guests at the meeting besides
Rev. Thomas and those present-
ing the musical program were
;Ruble Akridge, Ray Blackburn,
Lester B. Young, John Dan Bugg,
Virgil Coleman, W. W. Coleman,
W. W. Gillihan, J. E. Hillyard, D.
1•0. Boaz and David H. Perkins.
Others were Ruben Ray, John
Rice, Bill Young, Arlie Vinson,
, Charlie Wilson, Jim Blackburn,
Reg Phelps. Ed Phelps, Herman
,• Brenda, Neil Henley, Billy Nich-
ols, R. J. Yates, Aubrey Litchfield,
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Dale Faughn
and Guy G. Nichols.
Program chairman for the oc-
casion was Clifton Clift. Arrange-
ments were made by Guy G.
- Nichols, principal of Fredonia
High School. The dinner was pre-
pared and served by the school's
home economic pupils under the
• direction of Miss Evelyn Craw-
ford, teacher.
sondition of R S. Sneed,
ffered a heart attack at his
at the Princeton Hosiery
uesday noon, was report-
nesday morning to be in,-
--
Caldwell Countians Win
Conservation Awards
Frankfort — (AP) — Mas-
ter conservationist awards
were announced Tuesday by
the state Soil Conservation
Committee. Three of the
awards' went to Caldwell
county, four to Hardin
county.
The awards were recom-
mended by the Caldwell and
Hardin county Soil Conserve-
work.
The Caldwell awards went
to Raymond Stroube, Prince-
ton; Mrs. Annie McElroy,
Fredonia, and the Clift broth-
ers, Clifton and Clinton. of
Crider. The brothers will
.share one award.
The Hardin awards went
to Willis- Willyard, Riney-
rule, C M. Wade and a. C.
e-eillosick. -both of Elizabeth- ,
I stown, and W. H. Harrison,East view.
' V......  _I
PARKING METER TAKE
Collections from parking met-
ers here totalled $1,049.32 for
the past five weeks, it was report-
ed at the regular weekly meet-
ing of the Princeton Board of
Council Monday night.
All American Quartette
Srhedules Programs
The All American Quartette, of
Mt. Vernon, Ill., will give a gos-
pel song program Sunday, April
2, at Saratoga Methodist Church
in Lyon county, it is announced.
They also will broadcast at 3:35
p. m. Saturday over station
WPKY.
Annual Cancer Drive
To Begin April 10
The annual cancer drive for
Caldwell county will begin ApriF
10 with a goal of $1,500. it is an-
nounced. ,A 'dollar from $1,000
people in the county Would al-
OPERATOR'S EXAMINATION 
most meet the qu ot a, it was
Motor operators' license exam- Pointed 
out.
inations will be given every Mon- •
day afternoon beginning March Local Church To Hold
27, Mr.5. Leona C. Averdick, cir-
cuit court clerk. announces.
Two World Travelers
ro Visit Local Schools
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Acker-
man, world travelers and lectur-
ers, of Williamsburg. Ky., are
scheduled to appear at 1:30 p. m.
today in a chapel program at But-
ler High School, it is announced.
They also will present a program
for pupils at Eastside Grade
School at 10 a. m. Friday,
Devotions April 3-8
T h e Central Presbyterian
Church will conduct a devotional
from 8 to 8:15 a. m. every
morning from April 3 through
April 8, the, Rev. Floyd A. Loper-
tido announces.
Ralph Randolph underwent a
mator operation at Campbell's
Clinic, Memphis, Tenn., Wednes-
day morning, it is reported. Mr.
Randolph spent „ several days
I there last week under observe-March 31 tion.
_
Pictured'here is the interior-of the Princeton Fest Baptist' Chu
rch at, theaopenini of' thellec-e-ls
celebration which is t teaCh its climax to lay--the 100th'SbIrttiaa
y of the local church. This
re shows the nresnt pastor, the Rev. If. G. 1141. Hatter, delivering 
his.Sunday morning address.
• part ef diet' decorations for the CentenntaliF be seen In the ba
ckground log at 105 Highland avenue.Music Dfrekt James 
Morrison on the 
rost
Two Local Rotarians
Scheduled As Speakers
At District Session
Mark Cunningham, district gov-
ernor of Rotary International, and
Sam Steger, vice president-elect
of the Princeton club, will be
:speakers at the Rotary district
:conference to be held April 2-4 at
Lexington, it le announced.
Approximately 600 delegates
are expected for the meeting,
headquarters for which will be
set up at the Lafayette hotel.
the_Prineetnn 
attend are Julian Littlepage.
president-elect, Burhl Hollowell,
sergeant at arms, and Joe Wil-
cox, secretary-treasurer.
In addition to business sessions
and discussion meeting, two
luncheons have been scheduled
for the Rotarians at the hotel and
a banquet for delegates and their
wives will be held at the Uniyer-
sity of Kentucky Student Union
bui/ding..
ilrntertainment will incrnde
tours of Blue Grass horse farms,
golf and bridge and wives will be
guests at a luncheon at Lexing-
ton Country Club.
Rose And Garden Club
To Meet Next Thursday
The Rose and Garden Club will
meet Thursday. April 6, at 7:30
p. m., at the George Coon Library.
The program will be presented by
Miss Eliz.a Nall, whose subject
will be "Color in the Garden".
Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.. of Fre-
donia, will display his colored
slides of gardens and flowers. All
of the pictures were taken by
Mr. Brockmeyer and represent a
large collection. Pictures of the
rose gardea or Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert H. Dalzell will be included.
State Y-Teen Week
with him. Behind the pastor is the Youth
Is Celebrated Here;
In observance of State Y-Teen
Week, recently proclaimed by
Gov. Earle Clements to be cele-
brated March 25-April 1, the But-
ler Y-Teen group presented a
broadcast aver Station WPKY
Wednesday at 1:45 p. m.
Taking part on the program
were Sara Richie, Pat Horn and
Rosie Beck. Music was furnished
by a sextette, composed of Caro-
lyn Croft, Catherine Hopper,
Norma Sue CartWright, Ann
Quisenberry, Dorla Dean Stal-
lins and Nancy Glenn.
The group is sponsored here by
the Adult Council. composed of
il members. Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
a leader.
'7Ioriemakers Advisory
Council To Meet
The spring council meeting of
the Caldwell County Homemak-
ers will be held at 1:30 p. m. Fri-
day, March 31, in the circuit
courtroom here, it is announced.
Long time program, will be A-
viewed by Miss Leone Gillett, as-
sistant state leader of home dem-
onstration agents. This will be
the basis fbr club discussions to
besconducted by presidents of the
local meetings in April, it was
said.
All club presidents, county
leaders, and county officers are
invited to attend this meeting,
stated Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home demonatration agent.
Criswell Transferred
*ea Tenoessee Store
Boston Criswell, manager of the
local IT. A. McElfoy Co. store,
has been tronsferred to Union
City, Tenn., where he will man-
age the McElroy store there. Mr.
Criswell has also been promoted
to managersof this chain of stores
In Tennessee. He left Tuesday
Morning to assume his duties and
,will move his family to Union
City later. They have been resid-
Churches To Hold
Union Holy Week
Services Here
Ministers Organize A
Princeton Ministerial
Association Which Is
To Meet Monthly
Union Holy Week. Services will
be conducted in four Princeton
churches from April 3 through
April 9 under the sponsorship of
the newly organized Ministerial
Association of Princeton, it is,an-
flounced. The services will be
hel,d each day at 7:30 p. m.
Theme for the special seayices
will be "The Passion Days 'f
Christ." The Monday service will
be held at the Central Presbyter-
ian Church with the Rev. W. H.
Tallent, pastor of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian, doing the
preaching. The Rev. G. W. Filer,
Pastor of the First Christian
Church, will conduct the Tuesday
service at the Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church, with the Rev.
J. F. Callender, Methodist pastor,
conducting services Wednesday
at the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. The Thursday service
will be held at the Christian
Church with the Rev. G. W. Filer,
in charge. The Rev. Floyd A. Lop-
erfido, pastor of the Central Pres-
byterian Church, will conduct the
Friday service at the Ogden Mem-
orial Methodist Church. Rev. Cal-
lender will conduct an Easter
Sunrise Service at 5:45 a. m. Sun-
day, April 9, at the Butler High
School stadium.
TOTWe-TripeelarTieraoces
were made after the Princeton
Ministerial Association elected
officers last Thursday. They are
J. F. Callender, president; Rev.
G. W. Filer, secretary-treasurer,
and Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pub-
licity chairman.
The association will hold its
meetings the first Wednesday of
.each month. The next meeting
Is scheduled for May 3 at the
home of Rev. Callender. Other
churches that may wish to join
the organization are requested to
contact Rev. Filer, it was said.
Mayor Announces That
Water Bills Will Not
Be Mailed This Month
Water bills will not be mailed
by the city to customers thig
month; however, customers are
expected to call at city hall and
pay their bill as usual, Mayor
Clifton Hollowell announced
Wednesday afternoon. The city
had expected to change an exist-
ing ordinance so that water bills
could be lowered, he explained,
but officials learned that the or-
dinance was drawn up to protect
the company which bought this
community's water bonds and
bills cannot be lowered at this
time.
Local U. K. Student
Pledged To Fraternity
William L. Mays, son of Mr.
and Mrs. .W. L. Mays, Sr., 500
Hopkinsville street, and a student
at tho University of Kentucky,
has been pledged by Kentucky
Epsilon chapter of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon social fraternity. A grad-
uate of Butler digh School, Mays
is now enrolled in the University
as a junior.
Services To Be Held
At Lewistown April 2
Regular preaching services will
be held April 2 instead of April
• 
1 as previously scheduled, at
Lewistown Christian Church, it
was announced Tuesday. Rev.
Leslie Bowers, of Dawson Springs,
will be in charge of the service,
which will be followed by an Ea-
ter Egg hunt for the children.
This is the sixth picture series of Princeton and Caldwell
county children to be run in the Princeton Leader. Top row,
reading from left to right are Veda, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Creasey, Route I; LeRoy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Merrick, Cobb, Route 2; Lillian, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
tchell, -ISTadikestssiMe—
Second row, Carolyn Sue, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alex H.
Hay, city; Mickey, son of Mr. and Mrs. McKinney Mason, city;
Alice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boston Criswell, Highland
Avenue.
Third row, Dana, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Getz, S. Semin-
ary streeti Mary Ana, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1'0. Franklin,
Dawson road; Tommy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McConnell,
city; Bottom row, Clipper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hollowell,
Washington street; Lynn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cash,
city; anti Freddie, ton of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick McConnell,
Hignland avenue.
Cfelland Carr Named
President Of Jaycees
Clelland Carr, assistant mana-
ger of the J. C. Penney store
here, was elected president of the
Princeton Junior Chamber of
Commerce at an election of offi-
cers Thursday night at the
Princeton Hotel. He succeeds
Murray Sell.
Other officers elected were Dr.
Robert Gordon, vice-president; C.
W. Scott, treasurer; Murray Sell,
state director, and Fredrick Mc-
Connell, secretary.
Also at the meeting, which was
preceded with a dinner; members
voted to meet once a month in-
stead of every Thursday and to
pledge the organization to great-
er community service.
C. T. Pollard Speaks
At Kiwanis Meeting
C. T. Pollard, superintendent of
city school, explained the local
schools' financial problems at the
regular weekly meeting of the
Kiwanis Club Wednesday at tri2
Princeton Hotel. Also at the
meeting, the Rev. Floyd A. Lope:
fido was introduced as an honor-
ary member of the club.
Meeting For Farmers
's Set For April 3
A discussion of the State Pro-
duction Marketing Administra-
tion's 1950 farm program, which
includes price support of tobacco
and corn, will be held Monday,
April 3, at the cotirthouse here
with R. 0. Wilson, PMA chair-
man, and Carlos Thompson PhfA
fieldman for Caldwell county, do-
ing the speaking. All farmers are
invited to attend the meeting, it
was said.
Nancy Armstrong
Wins "Superior"
Speech Festival
si Nancy Armstrong daughter of
Mrs and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong,
was top winner for Butler High
School in the regional speech
meet held at Murray State Col-
lege Saturday. She received a
superior rating in expotitary
prose.
Other ratings of excellent went
to Rosie Beck, radio speaking;
Catherine Hopper, senior high
poetry; Dorla:Stallings, dramatic
interpretations; and Janice Brink-
ley, junior nigh proge. "tfrood"
ratings were awarded Rose Ma-
rie Milstead, senior high poetry;
Martha Stallings, dramatic inter-
pretation; Peggy Guess, junior
high poetry. -
Accompanying the group were
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Miss Mary
Beth Mills and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Tillman. Mrs. Tillman is director
of the Butler speech department.
Dog Bites Joel Dean
Stallins On The Leg
Joel Dean, I3-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Stallins of
Claxton, is taking anti-rabies
treatment as a precautionary
measure after being bitten-on the
legs by a dog several days ago,
Dr. W. L. Cash, Health Depart-
ment director, announces. Several
cases of rabies among dogs, mules,
cows and foxes in the Bucksnort
section of the county have recent-
ly been reported to the Health
Department, Dr. Cash said.
IMr. and Mrs. Albert Gray and
family visited lafri. Ida Stone and
Mr. and Mrs. Hloward Stone, Haw-
thorne Avenue, Sunday.
"THE BEST BAND IN DIXIE"
Pictured' above is the University of Kentucky's 64-piece hand, which will present a
 concert
here at 8:15 p. m. Sattirday. April 8, at the Butler High Schopl auditorium. Program -t
o be presented
by the group, which is known as "The Best Band in Dixie', will be as follows: If T
hou Be near,
by Bach Folk Song Suite, based on English folk' mingsa by Vaughan Williams; Hungar
ian Melodies,
trumpet-solo by Gehe Stewart, .by Vincent Bach; Catribean Fantasy, Morrissey; 
Scherao
clarinet snip by Warren Lutz, Jeanisen; Ave Verum, rerranged and conducted by Warre
n Lutz,
Mozart: American Frig Marc* by Director Joseph Prindl, and American Folk Rhapsod
y by Grunt-
man. The U. K. band will be 'sponsored by sthA•Band flOssatere ljniv rsity Alumni Club and t e
Butler High School band. • . • 
as.
Butler Pupils Will
Participate In
Music Contest
Instrumental And Vocal
Entries Will Include
Solos, Trios, Quartets,
Choruses, Band
Butler High School pupils wil;
take part in the regional music
contest Friday and Saturday.
March 31 and April 1, at Madi-
sonville. Entries will include .in
strumental and vocal solos, trios,
and quartets, mixed choruses.
glee clubs, brass ensemble and
band.
In the vocal division will be
Carolyn Croft, soloist, soprano;
Norma Sue Cartwright, mezzo-
soprano; Ann Quisenberry an d
Dorla Stallings, alto; Bill McCss-
lin, baritone, and 'Kenneth Bar-,
rett, bass. A junior high chorus.
high school mixed chorus and
girls' chorus will also participate
Representing the high school.
band, entries and selections' an-
nounced by K. V. Bryant, director
are: piano, Dorothy Oates, Sanc-
tessimo, by Spindler; Joan Rog-
inson, Fantasia D Minor, by Mo-
zart; and Nancy Farmer, Ina
Movement, Sonata Pathetique,
Beethovan; E-flat saxaphones Par
Horn, Fantasy in F Minor, Gure-
wich; E flat sax. Barbara Bishop,
Valse Bluette, R. Frega and V
Saenger; tenor sax, Wilma Prince.
Polonaise, Chopin; flute, Norma
Sue Gresham, Melody Op. 35 No.
1, Reinhold and Gliere; flute,
Barbara Franklin, Valse Caprice.
Charles Howe; flute, Betty Rob-
erts, Alpine -Refuses, - •Cosiney+
oboe, Connie Brasher, Song of In-
dia, Rimsky-Korsakoff; b flat
clarinets, Howard Stone, Concer-
tina, C. M. Weber; Nancy Farm-
er, Casasaas, V. Monti; Don Poin-
dexter, Long, Long Ago, Rein-
hold Ritter; Ronnie Filer, Adagio.
Mozart.
E flat clarinet, Rosie Beck.
Evening Fantasy, Ralph D. Mil-
ler; cornet, Bob McConnell.
From the Shores of the Mighty
Pacific, Clarke; french horn.
David Alexander, Monument Con-
certs No. 3 in E Flat Major, Mo-
zart; baritone, Jimmie Boren,
Concertino, Hering; trombone,
Larry Wilson, Emerald, Cook:
BB flat tuba, Marshall Ethridge.
_King Mydas, Buchel; sousaphone.
Jim Hodge, Beelzbub, A. Catozzi:
snare drum, Don Gregory, The
Commodore, Haskell Harr.
Student conduction. David Al-
exander, Crusaders Overture,
Bechtel; creative, David Alexan-
der. Composition for Brass Sextet;
drum ensemble, Don Gregory,
drum, Johnny Loftus, snare drum:
Wayne Catlett, brass drum; Pat
Horn, piano; Margie Hamby, cym-
bals, Connie Brasher, bells; and
Rosie Beck, marimba. This ensem-
ble will play Downfall of Paris.
a folksong arranged by Haskel-
la Harr.
:Continued on Page Six)
Deadline Nears For
School Registration -
School beginners at Eastside
Grade Schaal or Butler must reg-
ister by Saturday, April 1, Rus-
sell Goodaker, principal, reminsa-
ed parents this week. The infor-
!nation acquired through regis-
tration will make is possible for
school officials to make neces-
sary arrangements for those en-
tering school here for the first
time next September, he pointed
out. However, Goodakcr explain-
ed that a new law passed by the
1950 state legislature require!
that a child must be six-years-
old by September 1, 1950, to be-
eligible for school.
Mrs. Stanley McGowan, N. Dar
; by street, was a visitor in Hop-
kinsville Monday.
Inquiring Reporter
QUESTION
There is a Dill on Gov. Clem-
' ents' desk pending action that
Kentucky be put on daylight sav-
ing time. Do you approve of this
measure!
ANSWERS
Jimmy Catlett: Indeed, I do. I:
would give me one hour less
I work in the afternoon, which
I would make my fishing an houi
longer.
Mrs. Richard Morgan: No, I
would not approve, of such a
measure. I think it most conftts-
ing, and it would not be of any
special benefit to those work-
ing downtown as this Is strict's'
an-agricultural community.
Joe P. Wilcox: No, I would
not like to see this bill passed
With particularsreference.to our
own community it would confuse
the agrieultueal program with
our 'store closing hours. Ou:
formers still live by the hours of
sunrise and sunset.
Po e Four
•
a.
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCPTAN rtakrrtir
sre
Thurvioi Mo
1 N..
A Challenge To Kentucky
Lost: One Congressman. That's what the 1950 cemus, now
getting under way, will mean for Kentucky. The constitution
directs Congress, after each census—that is, once every ten years—
to reapportion the House of Representatives according to population
changes meanwhile. The membership of the House is set by- law at
435. These 435 seats will have to be divided among the states in.
proportion to their relative population gains or losses since 1.940.
Kentucky now has nine seats in the House. It is viAitally cer-
tain that the 1950 census will show her entitled to only eights The
count of Kentucky noses will reveal that the state has done no bettee
than stand still, if that, in population in the last decade. A census
estimate of July 1, 1948, indicated a Kentucky population loss of
nine tenths of one per cent since 1940.
But why does so slight a loss as that deprive Kentucky of 111,
.per cent of its representation in the House? The answer is, of courses
that most of the other states have gained, some enormously. The
West Coast has made the most spectacular showing of all. The Mkt
estimates showed Calitornia up 45 per cent, Oregon 49 per cent and.
Washington 43 per cent. California, with 23 House members now_
probably will get seven more; Oregon, with four, twO more; Wash-
ington, with six, also possibly two more.
For this Western lustiness, even states that have gained in. pomp--
lotion, though only moderately, will have to pay. New York, tor
example, with 45 seats now, probably will lose three, and Pennsyl-
vania probably will have to sacrifice two of its present 33. Now
York has gained about 7 per cent in population in the decade and.
Pennsylvania about 8 per cent. But the trick is that these advances:
have not kept up with the aggregate national advance of about LI
,per cent. Indiana, incidentially, has exceeded this figure, ita gain
amounting to more than 14 per cent. Thus the Hoosiers seem. like-
ly to gain a seat.
Kentucky held her own in the 1940 reapportionment, but, ift
1930 she lost two of the 11 seats she then had. To the 1.932 legjala-
lure was given the painful task of creating nine congressional dia.-.
Islets where there had been 11 before. The legislature botched the•
job, according to a special three-judge federal court In conSequenrc,
the candidates for the nine House seats in 1132 all ran Isom the state-
"af lege, instead of from districts. That waS the year of the first '
Roosevelt sweep. All nine of the Democratic candidates were.
elected,. and the Republicans lost their normal Eastern Kentucky-
sreprosentiative in the House. Ironically enough, after the. election,
the Suprosne Curt reversed the special court and held the 1932 state-
redistricting eel valid.
The vast shifts in the country's population in the last decade,
including particularly the westward surge, were, of eburse, enor-
mously stimulated by wartime industry. Thus Kentucky's lost.
House seat may be said to be a casualty of the war. But Kentuc-
kians will do their state's future grave injury if they accept this
fact supinely. The stagnation implied in the static, or even less
than static. Kentucky population tigures of the last ten years ought
tc be a challenge and a goad, —(The Louisville Times.)
The Needs By School Census
When the census taker calls at homes in April he will ask
st veral questions, the answers to which will have a direct bearing'
on measuring the future school needs of every community in the
coyntry, it is pointed out by James A. Atiist..y,' census district
supervisor. s '
These inquiries will relate to: s
1. Number of children of pre-school age, classified by age.
2. Number of school children, classified by age and by grade of
school completed.
3. Number of college students, classified by age and by year ot
college oempleted. a
Upon completion of tabulations of this information by the bureau;
of the census, federal, state and local school authorities will have
alP the facts on which to base plans for meeting the expanding sehonl
ineeds in practically all parts of the counts .'
Eve!, community in the nation is 
vi 
ly concerned with the
' sehool problem and in, accuraUsetatistical i formation on the sub-
base. Aniquists paidetnIchool aid programs ait; frequently based on
Ulis information. , The United States Cone ss, state legSsIatures,
and tedeCatstate; county. and school district authorities have a rows
molt need for this information.
Reliable statistics can be obtained by the 'census takers APhly,
through the lull. cooperation of all who are interviewed eliteg: the
Nation's 17th decennial census. It behooves every householder to
give this cooperation to the census enumerator for reasons of self
interest, aside from the tact that the census is a part of the American
democratic system to de,terniine proportional repretentatioe in Con-
gress and in State legislatures and proportional distribution of
public besieftts such as educational facilities. —(The Shelby News.)
'se
Little Chips
By J. S. H.
Announcement that the student p
edited newspapers College Heights 
o
Herald, Bowling Green, has been o
selected In a national contest as
the best college newspaper in its
field, brings to mind that this is t
the second time ,the newspaper s
has won the award. The first f
time was in 1042 when the editor
was Sam Steger, who now man
-
ages the Steger Lumber Com-
pany here in Princeton. Sam 
is
one of Princeton's most versat
ile
citizens and has worked hard 
to
build up this fair city t
hrough
his association with officers 
of
the State Chamber of Commer
ce.
• • •
With Easter almost here, 10-
year,old Jon Simons, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Simons, former
Princetonians who now live at
Oak Ridge, Tenn., is still hoping
he Will gel a new set of front
teeth Instead of Easter eggS. Jan.,
accerding to his grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. David Stallins, of
the Lewistown community, re-
Cindy careened into a telephone
pole while pedaling his way to
school and' suffered a sprained
wrist, a lacerated lip, two missing
teeth and three other loose chop-
•
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The NatiDn's Economy
A very interesting statement was 
made the other day by Prof.
Sumner H. Slichter, of Harvard 
University, before the Dairy In-
dustries Supply Association.
Mr. Slichter said that there is a chance 
conditions will become
a little Worse before they improve; 
however, he does not look for
any collapse or breakdown or big de
pression at the present time
and gives six reasons for his views. I
n this regard he says:
"In the first place, the economy is 
better equipped than ever
before to withstand contraction. Its 
banking system has been
strengthened, short-term private debts are 
no longer large in rela-
tion to the national income and are no 
longer an important source
of money supply, and the country has a 
system of unemployment
compensation.
"In the second place, the holdings of liquid
 assets by individuals
are large in relation to the rate at which 
they are spending money.
At the present time the annual rate of personal 
expenditures for
consumer goods is only 3.6 times the average personal 
holdings of
cash and demand deposits as against 5.9 times the average of 
1930.
"In the third place, although the rate of private inv&ittaint
will probably* slowly decline foe some time, it will also remain
above 'normal' for a considerable period and it may reverse its
trend before it declines to normal. There is still a substantia
l back-
log of demand for equipment, industrial plants, and housing.
"In the fourth place, the high demand kir automobiles and
housing may continue so long that demand for Many kinds of in-
dustrial equipment and plant increases will come In time to offset
the eventual drop in expenditures on automobiles and housing.
"In the fifth place, any drop In production and employment will
be retarded by expenditures on public works for which there is a
great need. In particular, the great rise in the number cif trucks
and automobiles has made a large part •rd the road system Ci ths
country obsolete. During the dteade of the fifties the country Will
have about 40 per cent more children between 10 and 20 years Of
age than it had in the previous decade. This creates a great need'
for schools and playgrounds.
"In the sixth place, any drop in production and eittPloyment will
be limited by the deficit in the budget of the Federal government.
In the present fiscal year, the cash accounts of the government will
show a deficit of about $5 billion. These accounts include a non- One of the most revealin
g stor-
recurring expenditure of $2.8 billion represented by the insurance ies about citizenship — or lac
k of
dividend payntent to veterans." it — which has come
 to my atten-
It is very difficult to forecast in detail just exactly what is going tion in a good many-
days was told
to happen, but there certainly is nothing in the present situation that 
recently by Rogers Morton, a
would justify deflation. Production is needed too badly, and there young man who i
s built like a
is every reason to  believe that if given a chance it will enjoy a football coach's dream 
of what a
boom. —(The Lexington Herald.) 1U shld-look
s -Restassi-is--okeweelueyessusis wed whirh we raft 
about six and a halt feet tall, and retrace — we think — any time
he must weigh 280 solid poundal we please. But it doesn't work
era. Mrs. Simons reported tha
ne of front teeth was broken
ut and another upper jaw tooth
was lost. The doctor says it's
doubtful if Jon will have new
eeth by Easter, but that doesn't
eem to diminish the hope of the
ifth grader.
• • •
R. P. Andrews, of Dearborn,
Mich., and former resident of the
Friendship community, visited
The Leader office last week and
reported that he has seen models
of several automobiles to be pro-
duced in int. He even told us
Which car he thought was the best
looking: however, he didn't say
Pow the price tag will read.
Washington
Letter
'
• ,& A
Dr, tledfley Childress,
physician at Grassland's Hospital,
Valhalla, N. Y., and husband of
the fender Milian Smith of
Princeton, Milne Into The Iseadd
Mike to Visit ?May and highly
complimented this newspapers
staff by saying that he reads The
Leader from "cover to rover.'
,
Dr. Childress also is personally
acquainted with Cynthia Lowry,
Associated Pr e as newsfeattne
writer whose column usually ap-
pears in The Leader each week.
•
liSe4( OBERLIN
• WHAS
NEWS DIRECTOR
try to burn the books at the last
session of our state legislature.
He tried to wipe out, in Kentuc-
ky, freedom of press.
The first step of tyranny may
seem a small one, just an insig-
nificant little step which doesn't
He is the president of a Louis- that way.
ville flour milling firrrr arid Once the dike is broken, even
very young for such a responsible by one little drop of water, the
position. He is a property owner, great forces of oppresion, tyranny
And more than averagely interest- and power will concentrate on
ed in politics since his brother is that little hole and break She
a member of Congress — the Rep- whole tle:ng down.
resentative from the Third COO- nil is mentioned right now be-
gressional District, cause it's primary time. In the
It was all of these things which- next week weeks many men will
resulted in Mr. Morton being file for offices. We hope they'll
chosen by the real estate lobby be good men, at least some of
to be its spokesman before a Con- them-. And that free voters will
gressional committee. He had ev, take advantage of -their freedom,
ery qualification for being a first thumb_ teir noses at the dictates
class spokesman. of eat/inched political machines
The lobbyists who were going and nominate- and elect men fit
to descend on Washington in a to serve their local communities,
body (the real estate lobby is no- their states and their nation.
torious for doing things in the
worst possible way — it has been
its own worst enemy for several
yeai's now) met by pre-arrange-
ment in New York City.
It was at this meeting that Rog-
ers discovered that he had been
chosen to speak for the group. He
said he would do it, but only on
condition that he knew for whom
he was speaking. Then he de-
manded to know how many of
These important personages from
over the nation were register-
ed voters. Of the 51 present, only
29 were registered. And, in reply
*to his next question, he learned
that only 18 had taken the trou-
ble to vote in the last presidential
election.
In a tone of eitreme disgust,
Mr. Morton said: "Instead of go-
ing to Washington. I turned right
around and came home."
It is unfortunate that more men
of his stature don't take the trou-
ble to find out the kind of people
with whom they are associating.
It has been' said before in this
-column in The Princeton Leader
that the only way we, the Ameri-
can people, can lose our liberty
is by giv,Ing it Op. And that ap-
pears to be what we're trying to
d9. To reach his survey of the re-
'It is no secret that thousands of cent cases of the Axis SallYs,
Kentuckians will sell their vote, Ezra Pounds, Coplons, Hisses • et'
their most sacred privilege as a al which fill the final third of the
citzen of this free nation, to the 500-page work, the author goes
highest bidder. Did any of these back into the English common'
ever pause to consider that if the law of the Middle Ages, the tran-
wrong person gets-control of our sition of treason in EiZr6pe:
federal government —which could through the following centuries
happen through widespread pur- and. the crystalization in the
chase of votes—that they might American Constitution of a mod.
never have a chance to sell stnoth- ern definition for the single
er vote? That a malicious power crime mentioned by the Found. 
needonly gain control of our na- ing Fathers.
Hon for a slrt time to sieze con- Weyl (identified on the jacket.
trot and hold it through force? as a former economist in the Roo-
And eliminate all elections? sevelt and Truman AdmInistra,
That might seem to you to be tion) then proceeds *tough a Isar-
firr-fetched. It seems very real to rative review of various cases in.
me. It was not so many years ago which personality stamped the
that there was serious talk of deed and the individual challeng-
providing "A Man On A White ed the nation—with some pros-
Horse" with an army of half a pect of success—to the events of
million and having htm seize — yestefday's headlines.
by force -- the national govern- Pursuing an analysis of this
ment from Franklin D. Roost,- :Won's constitutional concept of"
vett.. If you remember that, you treason. Weyl finds it is basica!:
know there is a real threat. is• "betrayal of free society .
What it all bolls down to is that not merelt the betrayal- of a sta-- -
we have taken ow freedom too time considered as an organ do
eh for granted.iVe just assume power," and this concent "con.
Constitution guarantees stillites a bridge from the olditi
so im of speech. fressclemaof Was of thosnation.,to the emer-
peesessfreedom of asfemefte — gent one of the betrayal of hu-
and the other guarantok which 'wh felledbm." As for believers
makegliere nation different, That is" totalitarian movements --
is a bad assumption. "theirs are mind* toe tender 'and
We saw a 
_mis-guided indive too immature for the harclikohillo-
dual, ienator Freeman Robinson. sophy of freedom."
Literary
Guidepost
BY William Glover
TREASON: THE STORY OF DIS-
LOYALTY AND BETRAYAL
IN AMERICAN HISTORY, by
Nathaniel' Weyl (Pliblic Affairs
Press; $4.50)
For those bewildered and filled
with questions by the succession'
of conspiracy, sedition, perjury
and treason trials that at times
have seemed to overflow a S.
courts in the past few years, this
book should be most helbful
reading.
A main thesis is the' changing-
pattern of treason—"it is neel'ong.
er an individual activity. The-
traitor of our time tends to: be a..
gear in an international machine
dedicated ultimately to the eon-
quest of world power and hence
to the overthrow of all govern,
ments inimical to its totalitarian
plans. They are no longer princi-
pals, but mere agents."
By Jane Eads
Washington — Every individual
in the country his a stake' in
wildlife, says Director Albert M.
Day of the U. S. Fish and Wild-
life Service. "Not only do many
of our citizens get a direct be
ne-
fit 'from wildlife and wildlife
land through the recreational en-
joyment of motoring, hiking,
camping, nature study and other
outdoor activities," Mr. Day told
me, "but the indirect benefits 'of
a country that is made suitable
for wildlife effect every indi-
vidual.
"This effect is evident in the
price of food, clothes and houses.
Everything that is a product of
the land—from knitter and wool
iurnbor and plastic—is affected
by the same factors that wake for
good wildlife Management."
Conservatiodists explain some
of the ways American wildlife
suffers from carelessness, or lack
of understanding. For instance,
they point out that if small hawks,
Owls and skunks are not givcri a
place to live on a tarns, the num-
ber of small rodents are likely to
inefwase to such an extent that
crops and orchards deteriorate.
Thought spent on conservation
brings vast returns, they say, and
they point to the more than 450,-
000,000 pounds (dressed weight)
of food in game animals and game
fishes that sportsmen bring in
every year, and to the effect on
the nation's economy of the more
than $4,000,000,000 expended year-
ly by fishermen and hunters for
sgseument, clothes, gas, boats and
aenautrements.
,.1
Viittlii,fe 'Nut its conservation
was firs brot `0t into focus at
the first goo* Ammtrican Wildlife
Conference allied by' President
Roosevelt here i1936. The Na-
tional Wildlife FeeferatiOn .w as
born at the 1936 Washink`ton
meitihg. Its first president was'
"Ding" Darling, nationally koiown
artist and conservationist, chief of
the Biological Survey, now Hilt
Fish and Wildlife Service). Its
current president Is David A.-ity!--
ward of Boston.
U. S. Slows Flow Do You 
Know? signed this 
,
the Post Office Dew".
In 'winter deer often 
become The sentence ,ttee.
Of Raw Coffon To traffic 
hazards in the West by have landed and have
tion well in hand" ie
• •
 
wfolionddoerrignegt onuto othidgehewpaanoys 
wto !leek
have beets coined ief
Communist China
The Federation's extensive con-
servation program is financed by
selling colored wildlife poster
To date 484 different subjects
heye been covered. The sheets
may be obtained by writing the
N a ti a 1 Wildlife Federation,
1308 letb• 131 N. W., Washington
/0037-€71-14-lesteration..w 
supply albumsi tor stamps for 50
cents. About' 4000,800 sheets are
sent out each s'sear. Not all are re-
turned, tilir all pstki for however,
stamps for $1 a sheet. "Ding"
Darling was the artist of the first
series, In 1938. This year's sheet
consist of 36 different subject
birds, fish, mammals, trees, flow-
ers—painted by Walter Weyer,
Virginia artist.
government. The Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture re-
ports that China's mill operations
this year will be no more than
45 per cent of last year's 
level.
The seriousness of this lies in 
the
fact that cotton textile- p
roduction
itsachtuyrifna; 
industry.
The 
manu-
byTth.s:0_419:cli9011.r.i.4,t1age is caused
farm-
ers aren't raising lasCmhiuncIllsecgllor
as they used to and (2) cotton
imports are declining drastically.
Cotton acreage has dropped from
9,300,000 in the 1937-1938 period
to 5,300,000 this year. Farmers are
gin In.
it more profitable to raise
AgrilneUlture Department obser-
versChina estimate that the
Chinese cotton 'crop this year
won't exceed 1,700,000 lialetir /Thai
Is one Of the smallest cr
ops in
years, less than half the produc
-
tion In the 1936-1938 seasons. To
keep the Mills running at the
present raid, /475,000 bales would
be needed for ft* year. But the
mills don't get all tit the native
cotton crop. NorMally about
1,000,000 bales a year are Widd in
homes to make padded winter
Ithiairdlyin-tgwoptaivnblie's Its Oirrn‘
., 
A school of Navajo children 
has
The hyrax is a true
China's cotton mills are wh
irlingWashing
ton — The spindles of Utah. 
By Clarke Beach Bushnell hospital at 
Brigham,been opened at
 the Army's former
Hens lay about 20 per
eggs in their second year
A mule can in o
slower atti slower for lack of 
raw Guarding the mails 
was one of ma:he 
Whooping
,
cotton. That's bad for Mao 
Tze- the odd duties Marine
s per-formed
tung. It will greatly complic
ate in past years. In 1921
, and again five feet high,
than they did us pullets.
g Crane
the problems of h is C
ommunist, in 1926, Leathernecks
 were as-
clothes. .
Crocodile catchinghopes to cut down the home 
use of
cotton this year to 825,000 
bales East Africa, is,.,st in
so that mills will get 
875,000 bales.
The Chinese Communist 
regime
Lake Koyga. 
steed
Then it hopes to import 
400,000
bales, This would provide a 
total
'of 1,875,000 balea tor the 
mills --
Still far short, of current 
rate of,
use.
But the Agriculture Depart-
ment men see little chance of any
allell YOlgnle ef imports. T
heis; ee-
timate thatt no more (hurl 10,000
bales will come from the Uni
ted
States. And the prospects loo
k
even dimmer elsewhere. World
prices of cotton are high, and 
ex-
cept in this country supplies 
are
segree, India has an
nounced it
Will permit only a very 
limited
export of cotton. China uses 
little
of the Egyptian type.
China's position as an imp,
ester
is Unfavorable at this time. The
Nationalist blockade of ports has
discouraged shippers. The coun-
try has little foreign money or
credit. And exporters in other
countries don't like the terms of
present contracts to supply goods
to China. They don't feel too sure
they will get their money.
•
The United States in Post-war
yeai'S 1Nse Supplied about 300,000
bales'of Cotton gyear through the
Economic Coopersit ion Adminis-
tration all given free to the
Chinese Nationsliet government
for sale to the ming. 'This country
is NOT helping Corrittlatiist Chi-
na through EAC. The WW1 own-
ers are going to have to say With
dollars for whatetrelr.Amerlati
cotton they get. At this time, a&
cording to the department's men,
il I also Maes,government Is exerting all
kinds of devious pressures ZifIner-
mill owners to make them use
their hoarded dollar reserves to
buy cotton in the United States.
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Rev. G. W. Filer - PrIkaching
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reclonia News
The.Missionary Society of First
reabyterian church met with
rsi Ivan Bennett Thursday night.
rs, Bennett and Mrs. Cecil
sitter had charge of the pro-
ant Articles were given by Mrs.
hn F. Rice, Miss Imogene Wig-
iton, and Mrs. Guy Nichols.
lose present were Mrs. W. M.
ung, Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs.
orence Parr, Mrs. John F. Rice,
rs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. W. B.
nway, Miss Dorothy Parr, Miss
ogene Wigginton and Mrs. Ben-
it. During the social period re-
shments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and son,
Marion, were Sunday guests
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Heiy
Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
i sons, Wayne and Donald, Ev-
sville, visited his mother Mrs.
lie Lowry and family Sunday.
1r. Roy Boisture left Sunday
Nashville where he will en-
Vanderbilt hospital to undergo
gery.
S. 0. Boaz was called to Louis-
lc last week by the death of
sister, Mrs. Flossie Boaz Owen
eral and burial were in Louis-
J. B. Sory suffered a
Bed ankle last week when she
down the stairs at her home.
Loveliest
memento
of all - a
corsage,
bouquet or
potted
plant of
her favor-
ite Spring
blooms.
Order to-
day.
Mrs. T. Y. Ordway, Floyd Ord-
way and Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Baker attended the 'Icelandia"
stage :tom at the sports arena in
Paducah Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart-
wright, Evansville, spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, at
Crider.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hughes
and son, Tommy, Princeton, spent
Sunday as guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Hughes.
Miss Bonnie Jean King, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King,
was selected as a member of the
Glee Club of Bethel Woman's Col-
ege, Hopkinsville, to make t he
Spring Glee Club tour which will
begin Monday. The first engage-
ment will be at the First Baptist
church in Paducah. From there
they will be in St. Louis, then
will go to Henderson the last
part of the week.
Bradley Henson spent several
days last week as a patient in
Riverside hospital in Paducah.
Miss Georgia Boaz has returned
home from Louisville after spend-
ing the past few months at the
bedside of her sister, Mrs. Flossie
Boaz Owen, who died Tuesday of
last week.
Mrs. Jack Robertson and daugh-
ters. Julia and Jean, Langdale,
Ala., and Rev. and Mrs. Holland
Thomas and son, were Wednes-
day night dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Young.
; Mrs. Anthony Hughes is ser-
iously ill at her home here after
suffering a heart ittack Saturday.
Miss Margaret Lowery, of Pa-
ducah, spent the weekend as
guest of Miss Doris Harper at
her home in Flatrock.
Rev. and Mrs. Jack Robertson
and daughters. Julia and Jean,
left Friday for their home in
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AN A UL 0 BAR S: Mrs. ster ardie, 3 -year-o wi e
of commercial fisherman, has her arms and hands full as she rocks
her one-a-day triplets in the front room of their houseboat anchor-
ed several miles up the Ouachita River near Jonesville, La. The
babies, who were born on separate days, are now two weeks old.
Left to right in their mother's arms are Jodie, and his two sisters,
Julia and Judy. (AP Wirephoto)
Langdale, Ala., after wending the o•
week ag-gliegt4 of Mr' and Mrs. Open Season OnJ. W. King and other friends in
Mr. Byron Parr, Lincoln Park, Rough Fi▪ sh Begms
Mich., visited his mother, Mrs.
Florence Parr and Miss Dorothy A gigging and snatching or
Parr during the weekend. His snagging season for rough fish in
wife had been called to Princeton
several days ago because of the
serious illness of her mother,
Mrs. Will Pilaut.
town. •
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Pelt and
Mrs. Jeff Clement, of Marioe,
were Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White,
Gary, Ind., spent a few days the
past week with her mother, Mrs.
Mattie Rice and other relatives
here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
daughter Patsy, Memphis, spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Mr. Seldon McElroy, Alton, Ill.,
spent the weekend with his wife
Ii and mfant sort at the home of herss
to matter your choice .
our flowers are fragrant
and fresh from our own
greenhouses. Delivery all
day Easter.
Bang! Bang! Here
Comes Sand Man
By Cynthia Lowry
Radio people, as is their wont,
currently are informing each
other solemnly that mystery and
detective programs are replacing
the give-away programs in the
hearts—or rather, ears—of lis-
teners.
I wouldn't know about that,
but I do know that the true mys-
tery and detective story fan can
glue himself to his radio around
p. m. each evening and, by
adroit knob-twisting, can revel in
one tale of violenee after another
until late evening. Indeed, some-
times there are two or three
running concurrently which
makes selection difficult.
If these 15 and 30 minute dram-
as of adventure and mayhem
have indeed taken the nation by
storm, it won't be long now be-
fore the experts—the psycholo-
gists, free-lance writers and oth-
ers—start knocking them down
as endangering the future of the
nation, pandering to the savage
instincts of man, and cker:uctive
of morale. The right-of-eseter
thinkers will call them a part of
the communist scheme of domina-
tion; the left-of-center apologists
will say it's capitalist war-mor•
gering.
Before that occurs, I'd like to
get my analysis in. I think the
broadcast of detective, mystery,
'suspense and allied stories is the
greatest boon to insomniacs since
the invention of the inner-spring
mattress, de-caffeinized coffee
and the sleeping pill.
- G EARS: Thirteen-year-old Thomas Sheehan cries
bitter tears as he holds the Lifeless form of his dog, QueenieS
struck by a taxi cab at 43rd Street and Ninth Avenue at New York.
Driver fled the scene after striking the clog. (AP Wirephoto)
the stories.
How sponsors will like this sit.
uaticrn, I don't know, but I think
it would be a good idea if they
put most of their hard selling
Into the first commercials on the
program.
In the past week I 'have gone
to sleep while a villain in a 'um-
inous sheet was trying to murder
a rich old man by scaring him
to death; while a hard-boiled de-
tective was being kicked in the
head repeatedly by an angry ex-producing potentials. I drift off
and Fish Commission have an-
nounced. to sleep happily whether listen- , etioeniavh
ict asndstrwugh7lihagewo.rirtnupatnpoulp.i
ing to a ?tinker or a right hand-
The emergency was declared by right law enforcement offieialson
the Commission and Division 
c  production.
a roof ledge. I never will knowDiscovery of this manifestationwhen it was found that excessive! whether right triumphed, but 1was quite accidental. 1 was suf-nuthbers of rough fish exist in s presume that in each case it did.feting from a head cold whichthe streams of the state. It was
removed by the method of gig- , that time I thought it was the
made reading an impossibility. At I also know that I'm sick and
tired of references to .38s. Oncedeemed advisable to have them
ging, snatching, or snagging. cold. I tested upon recovery and in a while I'd like killings with
Under t h e new regulation a! found I was off to the land of nod .45g
s'ecret agents in foreign countries
s and .22a. I'm annoyed when
person may gig, snatch or snag on i even as a spray of machine
foot in the stream or from the• bullets was cutting down the always masquerade as newspap-er-
the police siren wailed over 
men, and I wish reporters would
stop making like detectives. I
bank, but shall not be allowed to! bankrobbers on the roof-tops and
ell, snatch or snag from a boat!" --- 
wish they would invent a newor handmade platform or perch' the air. Then I thought this seats
littletome hgeimsiam,icakhdtoif 
theyMiss Ida Bell Turley, Evans- . ' own 
peculiarity f .n 
the
ervdpNiacme ental gi mick
Speaking as a veteran reader
all streams of the state, with the I dedicated to escape literature, I.
exception of Dix River and its
tributaries, opened March 29 until find that the quality or quantity
of these broadcast stories hasmidnight, May 5, the Division of
Game and Fish and State Game n°thing t° d° Yrith their sleep-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore. or from overhanging trees nor s
s a he a lowed to gag, elate ,
ville, was the weekend guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
W. M. Young attended the
1 meetusg of the Shrine Directors. The regulation furthersesets outAssociation of America in Louis. that Jliiisre is no restriction on
i ville last week.
Mrs. Gil Restani left Sunday
; the size of the gig, nor the num-
ber of hooks on the snatch or snag
' for Gary, Ind., where she will line. The season is open day orii visit for a week with her brother,
Leslie King and Mrs. King. She 
night and the limit of fish to be
taken shall not exceed a total of
will go via plane for her home in
San Francisco, Calif., the latter
I part of the week. Mrs. Restani
spent last week with her brother,
1
, J. W. King And Mrs. Kies here.
I Miss Ada Leeper spent Sunday
as guest of Mrs. Lilly Crider in
! Marion.
A. M. HARVILL, Florist -
Dial 3855
Lodge Notice
Clinton Lodge No. 92 will bold
a special eassetiag 7 P. 311. Fri-
day, March 31st. This will be
a re-obIllgdtion meeting and in
charge, of the Past Masters of
. this Wye. The brethren are
urged to attend this inserting.
G. W. TOWER?, Seeretary
0. T. STRONG, Master
Largest Selection
Of
Cosmetics, Perfumes and
Box Candies in Western
Kentucky.
Perfumes and Gift Sots
• Elizabeth Arden
• Helena Rubinstein
• Lucien !Along
• Du Barry
• Lentheric
• Shulton
• Ciro
• Russell Stover
• Whitivjpn
by:
• Coty
• Dana
• Faberge
• Chanel
And Many Others
Box Coaches
by:
4kr-Belle Gamp
*'King
MAJOR-DRAY DRUG CO
or snag within 200 yards of any But a discreet poll among my would stop threatening private
dam, nor within 700 yards of • friends and relatives has resulted detectives with lifting their Ii-
Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee in confirmation of my theory. One ceases.
River. friend confessed she never heard I have no complaints about
the end of any air-borne whodunit plots, however. because I never
and was perpetually torn with heard a complete one. I don't
curiosity and thanks for such think they've injured me in any
dreamless slumber they induced. —
rescriptions AAnother said he tuned in with r wlanticipation to a station with
three scheduled in a row — and
15 for any one species, nor an ag- heard three violent beginnings
gregate of 15 of all species corn-- and not a single denounerneent
bined. Persons gigging, snatching He just drowsed in and out of
s 
-
tatewide or county fishing licen-
• --or snagging are required to have a
se. The county license can be used
only in the county the license
designates.
. Rough fish in this regulation
means all fish other than black
bass (largemouth. smallmouth or
Kentucky) and crappie, jack sal-
mon, walleyed pike, striped bass,
rock bass or goggle yey. Any pro-
sand pike or gauger muskellunge,
rock bass, or goggle eye. Any pro-
tected fish that is taken from the
water by the above methods shall
be immediately returned to the
water, the regulation declares.
Records Show Edison
Hnd Early Radio 'Patent
New York — (AP) — The rec-
ords indicate that what might be
termed the "first radio broadcast-
ing patent" in this country was
issued to Thomas A. Edison on
Dec. 29, 1871.
His application, granted as pat-
ent No. 405,971, said: -Signaling
between distant Points can be
carried on by induction without
the use of wires connecting such
distant points." This is an apt
description of today's method of
radio transmi&ion.
Farmers:
AYCE-40ST Can Simply
YOU WITH
• SEED OATS
• LADINO CLOVER
• KY. 31 FESCUE
• RED CLOVER
• 'Spsiol Prices on
large Lots of
Lespedeze
• Caps,pletts ,Stock Of
liprojl and Spray
Materials
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S
Cayce - Yost
Company
(Incorporated)
way, though, because it's only
with difficulty that I can remem-
ber in the morning what I dozed
off to last night.
Thick growths of water chest-
nut cars impede navigaation in
streams.
RUMMAGE SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL I
It
Princeton Mills
Sponsored By
Misers Class
of
Ogden Methodist Church
Page Throe
Time To Check Canning
Equipment Has Arrived
Now is a low time to cherat
canning equipment before Igar-
dening and house-cleaning claim
ulf ones attention, Mrs. Pearl
Haak reminds housewives.
Authority on canning at the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky, Mrs. Heals salsa it is es-
sential that the gauge on the pres-
sure cooker be tested every year.
In most instances, the home dem-
onstration agent can make the
test.-
When the pressure cooker leaks
steam around the top edge, the
situation usually can be remidied
If the rubber gasket is removed,
stretched a little, the sides revers-
ed and then the gasket replaced.
Should it become hard and lose
Its elasticity, a new one should
be bought.
A jar lifter, jar filler, pint or
quart measures, paring knives and
!measuring spoons are inexpensive
articles which simplify a tedious
task for the housewife, the spec-
ialist pointed out.
Snaring is the preferred way
to obtain crocodiles for leather
since it does not damage the hide.
THE WETH-R-MASTER
PIRMANENT ALUMINUM
AWNINGS
At Reasonable Prime!
• Adds to the beauty of Yowl,hone AlleektIve color sake-
Hens . . . Wood to mit pour
posiliettairot—ect NOW!
Ca tor PIM Ibitiosalii—
Stegerliont?r Co.
REGULAR
MEETING
FRIDAY
March 31, 7 P.M.
CHARLES HANCOCK.
Secretary
No. 2953
RED GOOSE SHOES
Como lo.ond too ear oriflo soncrion .1
eyta• end alien too Syine sod Sun-
roof. They're good Weida& 'twiny
Intik, sod ftfoy ova% tool+ pair oar.-
lufty Snarl!
.,PRINCETON NOE CO:
ex-Yankees, then Connie Mack
or Red Rolfe might heave a sigh
of alarm, because the White Sox
have gone on record as predict-
ing they'll Pass either one or the
other of their two clubs — the
Athletics or Detroit — in a bold
'bid for the first division. Maybe,
just maybe, Cleveland.
So far the Sox haven't publicly
threatened New York or Boston
in the flag fight, but they could
make trouble for them and any
other outfit in the circuit. Or so
they dream.
Wight came to the White Sox in
February of 1948 in the deal that
sent Eddie Lopat to the Yankees.
Gumpert came on waivers from
the Yankees in July of 1948.
Southpaw Wight chalked up 15
wins to lead the Sox last season,
and is expected to be one of the
Pa e Four
Par Four
Chicago White Sox
NowDreaming Of
The first Division
By Boy Myers'
Pasadena, Calif. — Two of the
reliable pitchers on the formid-
able appearing roster of the Chi-
cago White Sox are a couple of
guys Casey Stengel might wish
he had back befRre the shooting
Is over in the American League
pennant race this season.
They are Lefthander Bill Wight
and Righthander Randy Gumpert,
and while they fell considerably
shy of the select circle of 20-
game winners last year, both are
rated highly dependable mound
artists and both are expected to
prove even more effective this
year.
Fathers May Soon Buy
A Pitiless Diaper •
Santa Ana, Calif. —(AP) — H.
A. Schvrilck is manufacturing a
pinless diaper tch he
to make him a hero among papas.
Invented by a Mrs. J. C. Slusser,
of Pomona, Calif., the new diaper.
Tay be adjusted to various sixes.
and held fast by snaps. It is cut
and sewed to a pattern and re-
q uires no folding or pins. i
Schwilck plans to distribute them
nationally. He says they will coat
slightly more than standard dia-
pers.
mainstays of the staff this year.
Gumpert's 13-16. is less impres-
sive, but he lost Moat of his games
by close scores, and four of them
to the Red Sox. They were afraid
to pitch lefthanders against the
,Bosox at Fenway park and Gum-
pert bore the brunt of the assign-
ments—and it cost.
And if Mr. Stengel of the Yen-ft. Manager Ja
ck Onslow firmly
kees has no regrets about these believes b
oth will be good pitch-
ers this year, and he's hopeful of
good results from the third of a
"terrible trio," meaning Bob Ku-
zava, who had a 10-6 mark in
1949.
Walter Pierce, Bob Cain, Mick-
ey Haefner, Howie Judson, Kef 
Holcombe, a 19-10 winner up
from Sacramento, Bill Connelly if
he can get control, Marino Pier-
etti and possibly Bonus Rookie
Jack Bruner all figure in the On-
slow hopes.
Actually, the south side aggre-
gation has a fine fight on for
pitching assignments, and also for
regular duty at first, third and
center field, and that doesn't count
the threat of Venezuelan Alfonso
(Chico) Carrasque to steal the
short-stop duties from the ancient
and honorable Luke Appling. .
Carrasquel has been more than
EARLY SPRING
NEEDS
Field Seed - - - Seed Sowers
Seed Inoculation - - Seed Cleaning
Armour's and Cumberland Fertilizer
Burley Tobacco Seed - - - Lawn Grass
Garden Seed - - - Seed Potatoes
Cabbage Plants - - - Onion Sets
Garden Forks - - - Rakes - - - Hoes
Garden Plows -. - Wheelbarrows
a *
American Wire Fence - - - Barb Wire
Wire Stretchers - - - Hole Diggers
Galvanized Roofing - - - Roof Nails
Spray Material - - - Myer's Sprayers
Stock Tonic - - - Salt Blocks
Blue Mould Dust For Plant Beds
Blue Stone - - - Hydrated Lime
50% DOT Powder - -. Fruit Tree Spray
* • * •
Place Your Order Now For
MEACHAM'S And BROADBENT'S HYBRID CORN
a.. • = (Incorporated)
Testis and Virginia Sta. Phone 33.3
HOFKINSVILLE
4/mosi
easteAtime
(April ..901)
Better Order' Your
'Flowers Now'
Potted Plants
S Corsages
4 Cut Flowers
We Have Them.,471 I
„ Timely Tips:
"Place your, order for telegrapbed. flower orders early,
o we can relay your order before the 'rush.
Send potted plants early. Might as wellbe enjoyed a
few days before Easter.
A thoughtful gift is a plant tiffour Chinch. Everyone
wants their Church lovely di Easter.
ON, $1 PINMereskt
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETO
N, KENTUCKY
PRINCESS GREETS CHURCHILL: P
rincess Elizabeth smiles as she extends her 
hand in greeting
to former British prime minister Winsto
n Churchill at a dinner held in London last 
week to mark
the launching of the Lord Mayor's Nationa
l Thanksgiving fund. In background are Prime
 Minister
and Mrs. Clement Attlee. (Ap Wirephoto)
All Americas Are
Popular With Pros
4v York --- (AP) --- With
Glenn Davis, former Army star,
signed to play for the Los Angeles
Rams next fall, his former team-
mate from the great wartime
Cadet team, Felix (Doc) Blanch-
ard is the only member of the
1946 Associated Press All-Ameri-
ca football team to pass up,pro-
fessional football.
Dick Huffman, Tennessee tack-
le, is also a Ram. Alex Agase of
Illinois and Weldon Humble of
Rice, both guards, are with the
Cleveland Browns. Johnny Lu-
jack, -quarterback, and George
Connor, tackle, both from Notre
Dame, are with the Chicago Bears.
Charlie Trippi, Georgia halfback,
is starring for the Chicago Cardi-
nals; Burr Baldwin, UCLA end,
was with the defunct Los Ange-
les Dons and will probably play
elsewhere next Fall. Elmer Mad-
er, Michigan en4played one year
'with the Baltimore Colts; and
Paul Duke, Georgia Tech center,
had one season with the Ne w
York Yankees, now the New York
Bulldogs.
impreisiVe. He's a rookie up from
Fort Worth, where in his first
year in organized ball in this
country he. batted .3 1 5, fielded
sensationally and installed him-
self as a comer.
Cass Pilichaels at second, huge
Gus Zernial and Dave Philley in
the outfield, as well as a catching
crop of Phil Masi, Eddie Malone
and Bill Salkeld, all look safe —
and more than adequate.
Hank Majeski from PhiPadel-
'Alia anti Holdover Floyd Baker
are leading candidates for third
base; Herman Reich and Gordon
Goldsberry are tussling for first
base-, and Rookie Bill Wilson from
Sacramento might win the center
field post from Herb Adams,
Gerald Scala, Johnny Ostrowski,
provided rookies Bill Higdon or
Jim Busgy don't move in.1
OW Shift, SIIRACILIWO.
I. irs/ma elem. Rena.* tray See. $t.
Prittrat ITCH •• &wiry Um with
tutu.' $1-11 50 ,55' Me At good st.••••
w from Rtntt• •I•• •1•••• •
WOOD .DRUGI,STORE
A. H. TEMPLETON
2556 FLORIST 26!6re
44,
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes-
'lay at 7:00 i. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev, Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 am. Morning Service
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
• 7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
. Methodist Youth Fellowship,
8 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
i '5:45 p. m. 
Training Union
I 7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Pr ayer --4/ednesday,
7:15 p. in.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
PRINCETON •
CHURCH Cie THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
OUT WOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sunday*,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays.
Mass at 8 o'clock.*
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
21ements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday Sehobl every Sunday.
atternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m..
NORTHS1DE BAPTIST
Rev, Irvine L. Parrett- is-Pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. na
Preaching-11 a. in.
, Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7,p. m..
•
A Perfect Forest Is
iFar In The Future
PENTECOSTAL HyL1NESs
uia Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham. pastor
Sunday School WO a.m.
Morning Weranip 11:00 a.m.
Young. People's Service ti:ue
p.m.
avangeltstic Service 7.3u p.11,
Wednesday evening praysu
service 7:tru p.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preachiog services, every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m. '
The welfarti.of ts Nation is to
a large extent dependent on the
perpetuation of our forests.
• . 
—HerbertHoover
Ttfe United Stifles has about
one-third of tbe world's tele-
graph wires, or ,approximatelly
2.000,000 miles.
Try A Leader Classified Acil
FIRE
INSURANCE
CALL 2214
MARK CUNNINGHAM. AO
Cornplitt• I ',marline* laww.00
111 W. Marliet St.
Berkeley, Calif. — (AP) — Cal-
ifornia foresters have been work-
ing 50 years but al`e still babes
in the woods, says Prof. F. S.
Baker, dean of the School of For-
estry at the University of Cali-
fornia.
That's a very short time in the
life of many trees, he says. And
the ideal forest is a long way off,
he asserts.
In his opinion it would be one
that would% furnish an even quota
of wood every year — forever.
That means it would have enough
trees to utilize its growing capa-
city. Only the oldest would be
cut, the age classes would be dis-
tributed properly, and cut areas
would be reseeded so that nor-
mal growth could continue, he
says.
Although the Gregorian calen-
dar was started in 1582, it was
not adopted for the British em-
pire, including the American col-
onies, until 1752.
Suffers Risking
Lives Down Under
By Barbara Gormly
Every-etimMer -Sunt
day —froth November to March
down here — about 50,000 Syd-
neysiders risk life and limb for
fun. •
Only a few think about it. To
the rest, there is nothing at all
hazardous about going for a surf.
A few of us sat on the-beach
the other day and talked abbut
It. We had just come out of the
rolling Pacific. To listen to our
talk, you would think surfing
was dangerous.
First we discussed sharks.
Nearly daily during the summer,
newspapers carry warnings to the
unwary about the shark menace.
Sunday after Sunday, surfers
come charging out of the water
at the sound of a shark alarm.
They stand on the beach while
lifesavers take out their boats
and chase the shark out to sea.
They they scramble back into the
waves.
One of the most nerve racking
experiences you can have is to
hear the alarm, then see the shark
between you and dry land.
However, there are amazingly
few shark fataliti;;.--about one a
year on Sydney aches.
After sharks we brooded on the
chances of being swept out to sea
in a strong current. This is usu-
ally the fate of those who can't
swim too well. Out they go to
the first line of breakers, in they
go with a current, and-out they
go to sea.
Then you can break your neck
in a dumper, but somehow or
other you don't. A dumper is a
curly wave. After breaking, in-
stead of the wave head sliding
down itself, it curls out and un-
der. Get caught up in one of these
and you don't know if you're corn-
Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY
Dial 3211
Look your loveliest with these exciting
2sicanond Remodacilostl
Sparkling precious gems hold no more brillance
than these Empress Reproductions ... so real
they stump the experts!
Diamond-cut with precision
facets to spark gleaming fire
from exquisitely lovely set-
tings of gold filled or sterl-
ing silver. Finished in plat-
inum-like sheen. Worn by and polished like diamonds.
Bring this ad and only S1.08 and receive a beautiful engage-
ment or wedding ring.
ladies and gentlemen of
stage, screen an society for
their rare beauty and to se-
cure precious geIns. Cut
Friday and Saturday Only
You are invited to bring your genuine diamonds and see V
OU can tell the difference. It will surprise you to see our
better rings. Ask about them.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.
Style 8144
In all red nusuede
Dainty strippings croased then tied with
pert little knots fashion a sandal that is
different from toe to heel. For strolling
cotn'ort and bqpilet ease at
Thursda , March 30, 1950
loll or going.
After dumpers, we got 
on the
subject of blue bottles .7 -fitioth
er
hazard of surfing. These 
bright
blue, bottle-Shaped sea 
creatures
have thin cotton-like 
tails—yards
long. The tails give you 
the sting
_alLstingt  The  pain lasts only 
a
few' hours, but while Irs-O
n you 
wish a shark got you.
Seri weed usually is 
just a
smelly, 'unpleasant 
nuisance to
surfers. But this year, two 
life-
savers were drowned when 
sea
F.
weed fouled their rescue lines atta
d 
1; about it
Walk
airglvarafoegredtheoutshoesodmht tuiewndorieorua 
minutes. 
That
we had another surf. We'll be
there again next Sunday,
Old phonograph records can be
remadded' into such things a,
flower pots by heating theni prep.
erly Laid reshaping.
Both Brown Leghorn and Black
minoeca chickens lay white eggi
Smart — Refreshing
CURLEE SUITS
FOR SPRING
Now it is time to shake off the shackles of winter
-- put away those cold-weather woolens -- and
step out in a smart, new CuIree Spring Suit. Kirk
in our new Curlee offerings, you will find all the
qualities which make for complete clothing satis-
faction: modern, masculine styling; expert tailor-
ing; plus a choice selection of Spring-weight ma-
terials, in the season's newest patterns.
We are featuring Curlee Suits in a complete
range of sizes, styles and models. As always,
every suit in the line is moderately priced. So
for a new high in clothing satisfaction, in smart
good looks and lastipg comfort, make your
choice a Curlee Spring Suit. Also Stetson Hats,
Jarman Shoes and Arrow Shirts.
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store
504154 -
o °
' o °
Style 6167
One of the most important shoe fashions
of thr season . . . smart for daytinse cas-
ual wear . . exquisite charmer after dark
In multicolor braided numsede for
90, $.11 95.Pair
L, Sites -- 4 to 10
Get Your. Tickets Here For U. K. Concert April 8th
FINKS'S FAIR STORE
Where Your SS. Have .tylofrQ.). Cents'
SM
qt.
t
••
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mg Up Earth Is
Gardener's. Job
Cynthia Lowry
rdener dreams of the
go into any corner of
and pick up a damp,
rich handful of soil.
e undoubtedly achieve
condition, but most
year after year build-
proving the earth.
for the fortunate ones
ctive loam of the right
, there remains con-
e job of keeping soil
rganic material which
od.
s, treatment and care
a huge subject, and it
easy to acquire quite a
rary on this phase of
alone. The gardener
ORIALR
for
QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
VALUE
D TASTE
see
r v ( Henry
Prhtee•ma. Ky.
nor a constant oupply of food.
Soil which is mostly clay is too
solid to permit the roots to make
their growth holds water so hard
that air doesn't reach the roots
and— when dry—bakes to a hard
.ertiat. Obviously ideal soil is
OMER MUCKS CuT cOSTS1
If"
ures extra gas mileage
and fewer repairs!
• Modem designing puts crmazing performance into
:he Studebaker Power-Plus and Econ-o-miser truck
engines. They really wring the mileage out of
gasoline.
ea Modern designing reinforces every rugged inch of
the Studebaker truck structure. A "plus" of frame
length for maximum load space and load support.
An exclusive twist-resisting K-member ep front.
• Checkvp on Studebakertrucks now —see why they're
America's stand-out trucks in cutting hauling costs.
obinson Implement Co.
nsville Rd. Phone 2053
can carry on an intelligent pro-
gram of garden betterment, how-
ever, without understanding all
the whys df wherefores of his ac-
tivities.
It's almost enough to know that
soil is a handy way of growing
plants. It provides a place where
roots can grow and spread, giv-
ing plants a toe hold frbm which
they can grow up into the air and
sun. At the same time it is act-
ing as a root anchor, it gives to
the feeding roots the plant food
to make growth.
Plants can take food only when
the chemical elements are dis-
solved and soil is a I
handy receptacle to hold the I
food in. •
Finally, the soil acts as a reser-
voir or storage place for water
and food, so that last week's rain-
storm can turn into next week's
dinner for the plants.
Unhappily, not all soil—in fact,
most of it— isn't ideally consti-
tuted to act as double-duty anch-
•
•
a
or mind feeder. That's where.the WIN HOLLYWOOD'S BIG AWARDS: Winners af the to
gardener gets into the act, hold their trophies in Hollywood. Left to right: Broderi
Soil which is too sandy fails in land, best actress; Mercedes McCambridge, best supportin
both its functions. It dries out •ng actor. (AP Wirephoto)
thus 
quickly and permits water to,
leach out., providing neither somewhere between the two,
a firm gripping place for the roots] Good garden soil contains sand, Ky. Farm News
clay and—very important—the
organic matter which is the food
itself.
To remedy a too-sandy condi-
tion, the gardener has the job of
supplying matter to bind the min-
ute sand particles and provide
organic matter. About the best
materials for this purpose are
well-rooted stable manures, com-
post,.leafmold or peatrnoss. Sow-
ing sandy soil with .a cover-crop
of rye, 'buckwheat or cowpeas
and then digging the Crop into
the soil, is a wonderful soil con-
ditioner. Powdered clay, evenly
distributed, will provide water-
holding qualities, and finely sift-
ed.coal ashes will help, 'too..
Where the soil is too firm, be-
cause of an over-supply of clay,
addition of coarse sand will light-
en it. Oddly enough, such soil also
will be improved by the digging
in manure, compost and the other
organic tonics, as well as by
raising a cover crop and adding
coal ashes, too.
Good garden soil -- or lawn
soil — is a fairly delicate balance.
'How it handles water is vitally
important. Unhappily, we depend
Studebaker designing 
; almost entirely on rainfall to feed
. plants. Water which soil parti-
cles can't hold is useless to most
plants. The idea is to create soil
"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
super-delicious with this recipe
for spring parties —
SLICE HEAT
frankfurters in spice
into small barbecue
disks sauce
SERVE
.frankfurter bits and sauce on
large Potato chips
Drink Royal Crown Cola
The Finest Selection
OF
For Your Lady Fair
 
• 
Beavtit ul Boxes of BELLE CAMP, WHITMAN'S and SCHRAFFT'S
in various assortttenis. "
•
Choose yours cd the Corner Drug Store where you will find a '
wide, selection!
See Our Candy Counter Now!
Corner Driid Store
CUL 3404
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County Agent's
By R A Mabry
Prices of top-quality cattle are
expected to remain :near the pres-
ent level as long as the market-
ing of such cattle continue light.
Generally the prices of cattle
grading in upper good and prime
and choice grades decline during
March and April. This year, how-
ever, shortages of heavy cattle in
feedlots, and also movement of
fewer replacement cattle suita-
ble for short term into feedlots,
indicate a low_ir than normal sup-
ply of better Oade cattle for mar-
ket during the next few weeks.
Prices of medium to good
grad,ps of slaughter cattle are like-
ly to be slightly weak during the
next few weeks since some in-
crease in the marketings of such
catte are expected. However, due
to competition between feeders
and packers for medium and good
grades of cattle, the seasonal de-
cline is likely to be slight. Because
of a seasonal shortage of the low- were made during the past few
er grade slaughter cattle coupled weeks. The bulk of the contracts
With a two-way demand, both for called for a 60-pound minimum
slaughter and .for feeding pur- weight at delivery. Prices ranged
poses, the prices of the lower from $28 for delivery during the
grades are expected to strengthen last week in March downward to
somewhat during March and $25 for June deliveries. Most of
April. the contracts were made for prices
Tobacco crops bring Mercei Belleflower, Calif. — (Al') — Demand for 
replacement cattle l'anging from $28 to $27 for April
county farmers more th1 three Like the postman who takes :a 
during the past month has been and May deliveries.
ow-
million dollars every ye 
• II d Th 1 h
Every community in
county voted to help su
program to eradicate B$fri
ease in the county.
Many farmers in Knox
plan to harvest their otn
this year to have seed . r
er year.
As much as $4 an hlu
earned by many Russell
farmers last year by priini
tobacco.
In Webster county,
mated that between ,5
2,000 yards of tobacco e
be sterilized 'this year t
yl bromide.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Metcalfe county have
ranch-type farm home
with insulation, gas fi
running water.
Harold. Runyan of Holy
reported that in one ni
flock of 456 hens rate
than 76 per cent producti
Pike county homertia
one month wired 60 la
electricity, finished 1
gloves and etched 280 pi 'c•es of
glassware. 1 ;
For the fifth consecutive yler,
the Lotiellen 4-H Club 'inHarlan
county wa-s rated the county's
champion Klub.
According to a recent survey,
there are more than 400‘register-
ed cows in Fulton county.
, An unusually large amount of
Ladino clover is being seeded in
Montgomery county this year.
Sixty-one Guernsey cows a rid
heiters were bought by Barren
county farmers in one month.
The Fish and Game Club in
Nicholas county has ordered 143
blight resistant chestnut trees to
set this spring.
Hampshire bog breeders in Lee
county have organized to sell
purebred stock.
LAND VALUES DECLINE
Ithaca, N. Y. — (AP) — Farm
land values in New York state
declined three per cent from July,
to November, 1940. according to
Untvei aity 31
economist.
Dr. C. A. Bretton, extension
economist at the State College of
Agriculture here, said November
.and values last year were one
per cent below those of Novem-
bet. 1948.
•
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wards in Academy Oscar presentations
Crawford, best actor; Olivia de Havil-
actress, and Dean Jagger, best support-
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'BOREDOM CATCHES THIEF
Los Angeles'— (AP) — As offi-
cers James Appel and Frank Dy-
jor tell it, they captured this
chief because they were just plain
bored. Cruising along at night in
a patrol car they spotted a lone
pedestrian. They tailed the man.
When he turned into a home, they
questioned him. They found more
than $1,500 in the man's posses-
sion. The bewildered their admit-
ted robbing a cafe but wuldn't
understand how the cops got wise
to him.
Builder Builds Houses
After He Quits Work
walk after hours, Roy 0. Jacob-
ever, was very hmited and
son, contractor, likes to build
es remained fully steady to
houses when he quits work. For trnnu Demand for replacement
the past 16 years Jacobson has
cattI"e is expected to continue
spent his spare time carving
strong during the next several
model buildings. He now has
weeks in the feedlot areas.
a complete village, a reproduc- Also, the demand for light-
lion of all the principle structures 
weight and thin cattle to go on
of the Abraham Lincoln shrine at pasture is likely to increase as
New Salem state Park,
- the weather warms up.
Working mostly with a jack- In recent years, hog prices have
knife, Jacobson, who onc2 wa.2 S trended downward during March
construction foreman foe the"na- and April; this year is not expect-
tional park service in IP413:1:, has ed to be an exception. The decline
spent-scone .14,000 hours whittling may not be as great As ustial be"-
tiny logs and shingles and assem- cause earlier marketings whieh
bling them into. buildings. His are occurring will tend to spread
village includes stores, a black- the marketing period over a long..
smith shop, cabins — even split er period.
rail fences. His scale is a half Orderly marketings are essen-
inch to a foot. tial.to prevent sharp price changes
during the next few weeks, be-
The U. S. Bureau of Mines tests cause burdensome supplies of
boilea water in federal buildings pork will tend to cause sharp
in an OW* to reduce corrosion price fluctuations.
of heating equipment. Fed-lamb prices usually decline
which holds a film of water
around each particle of soil. This
film—known as capillary water—
rises from permanent ground
water and is used either by the
plant or lost by evaporation.
What all of us want in the way i
of growing soil can be easily I
identified. Scoop up a damp—not
wet—handful and squeeze the soil
into a ball. If it holds this form
when released by the hand, yet
crumbles apart when touched
lightly, chances are it's the con-
sistency seeds and plants will
like.
likton't
Buy
Your
Jo-, Auto Insurance
Before Getting
These Facts
Learn how you Can get superior
BROADFORM protection at,
substantial savings. Semi-annual
premiums Strong company with
service in every state.
Before you buy . . check with me
.. no obligation.
' Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.
Dial 3336
2111MISIRO
Mutual Insurance, Company
DAWSON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE
:
c-i,
Ii
.nwestaltnisniatioti.
,
Mineral Water Baths tsar
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neu-
ritis, Arthritis and Inflame-
tory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
Poplar and Munn Sts,
PHONE 3041
Route 62 - 109
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during April and early May, as
feedlots are cleaned out and qual-
ity of the lambs marketed trends
downward. However, with the
very limited supply of lambs in
prospect, it is doubtful if prices
will show much of a seasonal de-
cline during the next few weeks.
In addition to the short market
supplies, a continued strong,
dressed-lamb market will be an
important fader in causing lamb
prices to continue firm. However,
lamb prices are not likely to rise
further as they set a new record
high during the month of Febru-
ary.
A considerable number of con-
tracts for spring lambs in the var-
ious California producing areas
Prices paid for butterfat and
whole milk purchased for manu-
facturing purposes will probably
fluctuate near present levels in
the period just ahead. Prices of
milk sold for bottling purposes in
city markets will decline some-
what as production increases sea-
sonally and as the proportion di-
verted to other uses increases.
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
No Grass Means More
Supplement For Hogs '
That it takes considerably more
supplement for hogs when they,
dupl.-have arq•ess_tn_good pasture 
was found by T. J. and Emmett
McKinney of Lyon county, they
told Warren H. Gardner, farm
agent. They grazed 70 hogs, from
30 to 150 pounds in weight, on 3
acres of Ladino clover, feeding
them 200 pOunds of 40 per cent
supplement every seven days. Due
to back-water, the hogs had to be
moved to higher ground on a field
of dead Korean and grass. While
on this pasture, they ate between
400 and 500 pounds of supple-
ment every se'ven.slays, or more
than double the amount when on
clover.
Army engineers have spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars
clearing water' chestnut plants
from the Potomac River.
Most potential U. S. oil-produc-
ing areas are located in 22 states.
6URE, I JUST RAKED
THEM UR BUT I'VE GOT SO
MUCH PEP FROM ORINKIN'
PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILK THAT I FEEL LIKE
DOING STALL OVER AGAIN!
,
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Itincetcot
Creamery
BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE
WALLPAPER,
5c Per Roll and UpOver 900 PatternsCarried in Stock
Paste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners
SAN ITAS
Tape • Patching Plaster
Wall Rite
VARLAR
• Felt
CORNETTE'S, GIFTS
Hopkinsville
J. B. COOK AUTO MACHINE COMPANY, INC.
/ •
•••••-..
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
Entertainment
Jimmy Sanders
WORLD'S GREATEST CLOSE-UP MAGICIAN
Barbvue Dinner
6 P. M.
Thompson Products Sound Movie
"Educated Hands"
DOOR PRIZES SOUVENIRS
ASK FOR TICKETS
ATTENTION
Mechanics — Garagemek— Fleet, 9ervice Station, Operators - Car and
- Truck Dealers
Are. cordially invited to attend the FORMAL OPENING OF NEW STORE
an ALL DA1C9F NnAliCE: MARCH 31st
,
Representatives for pationally fanicius parts manufacturers willP i P
be on hand to greet your men wiTh. the latest KNOW 140W.i. . , .,,, ,
,We are in the automobile ath Adfale busine
,
si to help you give
t your customer the convenient, economical service the want and ap-
... 
.., 0,. 4"y
preciate. i •
•
•
A
S
Paile
• I •
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Oh, Let The Heart
Ah, but the daS,s are sweet now
spring is here.
Lift up thine eyes. Behold how
rapt the year
lies under sun add shower as they
pass.
Flom -sleep we wake.to hear the
bubbling wren.
The rigid lines of ledge are soft
with grass
and the gnarled elms feathered
with green again.
Ah. hear the veery's song that
ripples now
across the dusky lake of evening.
Oh. let the heart be light and
smooth the brow.
Be soft With love. Let love and
faith and spring
rise freshly, bravely, grow like
August corn.
The seed is old but beauty is
reborn.
Louis Stoddard
Russell Eugene Croft, student
at Western State College, Bowling r
Green, spent last weekend in Ow-i
ensboro as the guest of Cadet 1
Joe Martin and Dr. D. P. New- Jones.
—...-14.91111•11115,—
"Open House" Honors
New Minister's Family
"Open house" was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed
Young, W. Market street, Sunday,
March 26, from three until five
p. in., by the Young Adult Group
of t h e Central Presbyterian
Church in honor of their new
pastor, the Rev. Floyd A. Loper-
fido, Mrs. Loperfido and their
small son, Tommy.
The house was beautifully dec-
orated with spring flowers. In
the receiving line were Mrs. Reg
Lowery, Mrs. Carrie Morgan Hod-
ges, Jo A n n Berry and Billy
Nichols. Guests were presented to
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Eldred,
who in turn presented the Rev.
and Mrs. Loperfido and Mr. an Local Student Is
Mrs. Young. Honored At Dinner
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Birthday Party
Mrs. Hazel McGregor, Sr., en-
tertained with a party at her home
at 407 Varmint Trace road Wed.-
nesday 'afternoon, March 22, in
honor of the 12th birthday of her
daughter, Jerelyn Ann.
Mrs. McGregor was assisted by
Miss Katherine Hancock and Mrs.
Hazel McGregor, Jr. in playing
gaines, after which refreshments
of cake and ice cream were serv-
ed to Betty Ladd, Katherine and
David Hale, Billie Hardrick, Pau-
lette Hopper, Billie Joe Hancock,
Barbara Jean Robinson and the
honoree.
The honoree received many
nifts.
Miss Nichols Hostess
To Evitom Club
Miss Myrtle Nichols was host-
ess to the Evitom Club of the
Central Presbyterian Church at
her home on West Main street
Thcrsday night, March 23.
lrs. B. A. Hodges gave an in-
apii 'ng talk on "World Missions.'.:
Visitors were Mrs. Floyd A.
Loperfido, Mrs. Elmo Woodard,
Mrs. George 0. Eldred and Miss
Bertie Nichols.
Members present were Mes-
dames Ralph Blazier, Reg Low-
ery, Jack Alexander, Charles
Curry, Frang Craig, Ed Johnstone,
Hewlett Morgan and Miss Pame-
lik Gordon.
Miss Garrett Honored
With Birthday Dinner
Mr. and hfrs. Richard Ratliff
entertained with a dinner party
in honor of the birthday of Miss
Katherine Garrett at their home
on Eddyville Road Tuesday night.
Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
hey McGough.
Mesdames Hewlett Morga n,
John Mahan, Ed Johnstone and
Allan Murphy poured tea from
a beautifully -appointed table. As-
sisting in serving were Mesdames
Richard Morgan, Ralph Blazier,
Charles Elder, C. C. Bishop, Hugh
Hunsaker and Misses Mary Wil-
son Eldred and Mary Elizabeth
Miss Ann Humphries, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Humphries,
Route 2, was a special guest of
President and Mrs. Powhatan W.
James of Bethel Woman's College,
Hopkinsville, Tuesday, March 21,
when Dr. and Mrs. James enter-
tained at dinner for the 24 birth-
day celebrants whose birthdays
Several ministers and their
fall within the March to May
wives from other ehurches in. the 
period.
:ity attended the reception..
'rs. Giannini Honored
";th Birthday Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. R Roy Towery
entertainV with a dinner at their
home on West Main street Sun-
day, IVfarcli 26, in honor of the
birthday of her daughter, Mrs.
Billy Giannini. Guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powley, Mr.
And Mrs. Billy McConnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Schultz, of
Paducah, and Mr. and Mrs. Gian-
and their two sons, Billy, Jr.,
and Richard Pike. •
Dinner Party
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M. Ped-
'oy entertained with a dinner
pasty at their home on Locust
:treet Monday night. Guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Estill, Mexico,
:nd, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
,f Linwood Farm, were 6 o'clock
dinner guests of Miss Lurline
Humphries in Cadiz Sunda;.
Season to Season
Home Beauty
It's wonderfully easy
to achieve the decora-
tor effect you strive
tor—with wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assort-
ment. Come see our
budget-priced group
now!
SMITH'S FURNITURE
114 E. Main Dial 2442
Martins Entertain
With 'Fish Fry'
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin en-
tertained at their home on Eddy-
rule Road Sunday, March 26,
with a "fish fry."
Guests were Mr. a n d Mrs.
Cleveland Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Dewitt Hayes and Mr. and Mrs.
ch Martin.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. David Leroy
Teague, Fredonia, Route 3, on the
birth of a son, March 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilborn
Brennan, Jr., on the birth of a
son, Charles Wilborn III, Star
Route, March 19.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Broshears,
Route 3, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, March 23. She has- been nam-
ed Becky June.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B. Swat-
tell, Route 2, on the birth of a
, Caughter, Egnes. Evon, March 27.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Barnett Brandon
Clark, Fredonia, Route L,on the
birth of a daughter; DOrothy Ann,
March 24.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bromley,
Chicago, Ill., on the birth of a
son, March 9. Mr. Bromley is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Brom-
ley, of Chicago, and a former
:•eident here.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Mitchell.
: Cobb, Route 2, on the birth of a
:on, Ernest Monroe, March 16. 4
• • •
Mi. and Mra. Ben Barnes Sayle.
Greenvillas..Miss.....on the birth of
la son, Ben Barnes Sayle, Jr.,
'March 24. Mrs. Sayle is the for-
mer Ann Goodwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Medley Goodwin,
also of Greenville, and former
residents here.
s
YOU SAW THEM IN GLAMOUR!
tIORE FUN THAN 
A BARREL OF MONKEYS!
,
sa
Saucy, fun-lovIng shoes ... impudent
as a wink! You'll scamper from sidewalk to
seashore...glide from office tkance floor...
haying a wonderful time in these carefree
jaradise Casuals! Caressinolo-so‘t hurdler
in Sunkist tropic colors.
"FINE CHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"-
PRIECETON SHOE.CO.
I
A
Ennagement Announced
MISS SHIRLEY YOUNG
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fred
Young, Detroit, Mich., announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Miss Shirley Jean Young, of
NashVille, Tenn., to Mr. N. H.
Talley, Jr., also of Nashville and
,on of Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley,
West Main street.
The bride-eleet attended Wayne
University, Detroit, where she
was a member of the Xi Omicron
Sorority *and has obtained her B.
S. degree in nursing at Vander-
bilt School of Nursing, Nashville,
Tenn.
Mr. Talley attended the Univer-
ity of Louisville, and at present
is a junior medical student at
Vanderbilt School of Medicine.
He ia also a member of the Phi
Chi Medical Fraternity.
The marriage will take place
June 10 at First English Evange-
'isal Lutheran Church in Detroit,
Mich.
Peuonals
Dr. G. H. Stegar and Mrs. Steg-
ar, .of Atlanta, Ga., arrived Tues-
Say to spend several days with
his mother, Mrs. Tom Young,
Washington street, after which
they will go to Paducah to visit
her mother, Mrs. H. C. Hopewerf
and her brother, W. M. Hopewell.
Mrs. Robert Morgan and Mrs.
Richard Morgan were in Hop-
kinsville Tuesday where they ac-
companied M r s. Morgan's little
daughter, Harriet, to visit her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. 011
Gary.
Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor and Mrs.
Fannie Leech, of Hopkinsville,
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Fred
Taylor, S. Seminary street.
Mrs. Paul Griesch returned to
her home in Louisville Sunday
after a visit to her aunt, Mrs.
1 Warren Catlett, and other relk
tives. Mrs. Griesch is the former
Jonelle Brannock, daughter qt.
Mrs. Necie Catlett Poston.
Mrs. Jerry Barnes, mother of
Mrs. J. D. Wylie, is under treat-
ment at Princeton Hospital. Mrs.
Barnes has been ill for several'
months.
Mrs. R. H. Upton, Jr.. a n d
laughter Susan. isfl Canton, spent
last weekend with her mothiS
Mrs. Ethel Smiley, Hopkinsvil '
street.
Ms and Mrs. J. R. Fisher, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., spent the
weekend with her sister, Mrs.
Scott Jones, and Mr. Jones, and
other relatives, and friends i,ri
Princeton.
J Mesdames Philip Stevens, W. 0.
Towery, Bernice Davis and Miss!
Virginia Morgan returned Sunday
night from New Orleans, La., and
Natchez, Miss., where they spent i
a week's vacation. 1
tklidets Larry and Jackie Ped- j
ley, students at Kentucky Milt- 1
tary Institute, will arrive Sunday !
front Venice. Fla., where they j
spent the winter. After spring
vacation with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs, G. M. Pedley, they will
return to Lyndon to complete the,
-chool term. i
Miss Katharine Garrett return- i
e.1 Sunday f r o in Pliney Farms
1 New Hampshire, where she spent-.
three weeks. She also visited in 1
Kalamazoo: Mich., and New York '
1 City,
, . MIPsdames Allison Akin, Frank
. Cash, Tom Cash, Jr., J. H. Callo-
way and Floyd Loperfido and
, s tn. Tommy, were visitors in.t
adisonville Friday.
' Mr. and Mrs. Allan - Hubbard
ent last weekend in Jackson,
' Tenn.. with their, son, Dr. G. Bak-
er Hubbard and fail.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Stone!
were visitors in Louisville last ,
week where Mr. Stone attended
the Shriners' convention. - I
Mesdames Richard McKinney
'find John Owen McKinney, West
I Main' street, were in St. Louis,!
, Mo, Friday to visit George Mc- .
Kintrey,. who pas been ill in a:
howital there: Mr. McKinney ac-
'.companied4 them on the return
' trip to his home in Paducah.
John Cothran, of Arkadelphia,
Ark., is the guest of Bob McCon-
' nell at his home on Madisonville
street 'this week. John and his
' parents, the Rev. and .Mrs. .7! G.
Cothran, are in Princeton to at-
„tend the Centennial celebration
of the First Baptist Church, of
which the acv. Cothran is a for-
ayer pasts.a. He is now pastor a
the First Baptist Church inalkrda-
delphia, Ark. '
Raymond Woodall, of MeffilOhiti7
Tenn., is at tbe borne of his par-
ents, -Mr. and Mrs. C. Aa
_liliondell.
.•
recovering from, pneumonia. Mr.
Woodall became ill sifter criv -
ing bere larit .week foi- a Wait.
Local Members Attend
District BPW Meeting
The Hopkinsville Business and monds, Lillie 
Belle Childress,
Professional Women's Club was Nola Lewis, J. J. 
Rosenthal, liar-
host to the members of the EtEtPW i ry Blades, ,Tr.,
clubs of Districts 1 and 2 of west- Berdle Moore and 
Misses Eliza-
ern Kentucky Sunday at the War beth Gray, Virginia 
Hodge, Bus-ch
Memorial Building, for the an-
nual Spring Convention. One hun-
dred and four women registered
for the meetirig, the largest num-
ber ever present for a district
meeting since the inauguration of
the clubs. Card Of Thanks
Miss Eula Mae Morgan, state We wish to express our 
sincere
president, presided at the meeting, thanks a
nd appreeiation- to our
with Mrs. Margaret James of
Bowling Green and Mrs. Ethel
Rice of Paducah sharing state
honors. Registration began at 9:15,
with the clubs of Paducah, Bowl-
ing Green, Owensboro, Mayfield,
Murray, Princeton, Marion, Hen-
derson and Providence represent- family
ed. Miss Elsie Adams, president •--
of the host club of Hopkinsville, Card Of Thanks
gave a welcoming address, with 
We wish to thank our many
the response to the welcome given
by the Owensboro club. Mrs. Hat-
tie Wood, past president of the
Hopkinsville group, gave the de-
votional.
Exhibits of handiwork and hob-
tiles were on display at the meet-
ing, and needlecraft, woodcraft, flowers.
antiques and other articles were May Go
d's blessings rest upon
shown”; , many of these .articles •
VDU IS our prayer.
were for sale, and orders could Mrs.
 Robert Boyd and
be placed for others. 
family 39-1tp
Dinner was served at noon to
the 104 delegates and members
present. After the meal Mrs. Eula
Mae Morgan showed a movie film
entitled "The Price of Freedom,"
which had been recommended to
be shown to all the clubs.
Following this the meeting re-
sumed session and reports on the
various clubs' activities were
made. This portion was of vital
interest since the B&PW clubs of
Kentucky, strive to present worth-
while programs designed for ad-
vancement of the woman's place
in business.
During the afternoon session
Mrs. Rosenthal, of Princeton, was
elected chairman of District 1 for
the new year, and Miss Kather-
ine Peden was chosen for vice
chairman. Mrs. Lindsey was elect-
ed chairman of District 2, with
Mrs. John Syiers of Morganfield
via e; chairman.
It was announced that the fall
meeting would be held at Mam-
moth Cave, with the Marion club
acting as hostess.
The business meeting was ad-
journed to allow the delegates to
attend a tea given by Mrs. Mild-
red Hancock, past president of the
Hopkinsville club, in their honor.
The guests were met by Mrs. Han-
corals in he lovely home on South
Main, and, invited into the dining ,
roam by Mrs. Vitus Gates. Mrs.;
Joy Carr Moore served punch,'
while Mrs. Nell Graham poured!
tea.
Attending front the local club
were Mesdames Lucille Ham-
Cummins, Carwin C ash, Audle
Green, Mary Wilson Eldred, Vir-
ginia MeCaslin, Robert Lee Beck
and Dorothy Ann Davis. Mrs. Hy-
land Mitchell was a visrtur. s•
many friends and neighbors for
their sympathy and help extend-
ed us since the recent fire at our
home on Marloh road. May each
of you receive the Lord's bless-
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Franklin and
39 - 1 tp
friends and neighbors for their
many acts of kindnesses during
the illness and death of our lov-
ed one, Mrs. Eva Kennedy.
We especially wish to thank
the Morgan's, the Rev. J. F. Cal-
lender and the many donors of
Card. Of Thanks
We wish to thank our many
friends a n d neighbors for the i
kindness shown us during the ill-
ness and recent death of our lov-
ed one, Mrs. J. N. McCaslin.
We especially wish to thank
the personnel of the Morgan Fun-
eral Home, the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatter and the many 'donors of
floral offerings.
May you be so comforted in
your time of need.
The J. N. McCaslin Family
Homemakers Training
School Is Scheduled
A training school for landscap-
ing leaders of county homemak-
ers clubs will be held in the cir-
cuit courtroom of the courthouse
on Thursday, April 6, from 10:00
until 3;00 p.
Miss Wilma. Vandiver, home
agent. stated that the major pro-
. ,.ject for April and the minor pro-
ject for May will be given at the
meeting.
Antique Show & Salet
Morganfield, Ky.
American Legion Building
APRIL 4, 5, 6 ' - OPEN 1:80
Sponsored by,
American Legion
Auxiliary
Butler Pupils Will 
rase sextet, Bob McConnell,
net, Bob Hogan, cornet, t).
eaander, french horn
B 
. 1.
Barbara Bishop, Waffle Prince 5Oni tr""th""ri and Jan
•.axaphone quartet, Pat Horn,' 
(Continued from Page One) en, n flat baritone; Ls
hp BB flat sousaphone. Thy,and Howard Stone, w
Play laown South by 
Wm. H. , w.illKVinlagy A Night in jun,
tutletuni..5.1.arin e 
L
'r quartet,'
Howard Stone, Don 13iiilidater,+— Jdnior pant( panti-
Nancy Farmer and Ronnie File
r, Leftwich, cornet, ce
who will play Caprice, by 
Carl 1 Venice, by Henry M Dn:
Cchaback; clarinet quartet, Bob
Bridges, Connie Stevens, Jim
Bodenhamer and Pat Shortt, in
Soldier's Mareh, by Schumann;
flute quartet,. Barbara Franklin,
Martha Sue Gresham, Chloe Ann
Winters and Laura Prince in
Dance Dec Mirliraus, Tachaikow-
sky.
Cornet trio, Bob McConnell,
Bob Ifogan and Jim Leftwich,
"Aces of the Air", Vandercook:
cornet quartet, Bob McConnell,
Bob Hogan, Jim Leftwich and
John Newsom, Coronation March
From the Prophet, Meyerbeer;
Hogan, cornet, The
Clarke; Jerry (ii ay, cornet,
light Dreams, Herbert L
Tommy Bishop, trombone,
Lovely Are Thy Dwelling',
dl; Chloe Ann Winters
Fantasia No. 3, by Mozart'
Ann Winters, flute, A
Pressard; Steve Pollard,
clarinet, lac vertessment
by Mozart.
The Butler Band un
will play the Theme from
Roumanian Rhapsody" by
Enesca and ''March Slave
Tschaikowsky.
•
a-st
Winn., 015.
1930 FASHION ACADEMY AWNS
."POCKETEER" by Jonnth:.n Logan with curl-climb-
ing collar,, twogiant pockets, tiered Jocks repeated at
the waist and billowiry -rind pima broad-
cloth in (colors). Blue, Pink, Maize. $1095
Sixes 9 to 1)
•
EASTER
Parade of Lovely Accessories
\
Exciting Easter Millinery to suit the most dis-
criminating taste ... Created by such famous
millinery names as Dobbs, Brewster, Gayes,
Lecie, etc., each spring. Touched with flow-
ers, ribbons, etc. As low as . $3.95 uo.
Blues . . . Reds . . . Greens
Beiges . . Multicolors . . .
Blacks .. . Patents . by
Such FAMOUS Names As
Rhythm step . . . Glamour
. . . Valentine . . . Natural
Bridge . . . Fortunet a n d
Fashion Craft.
4'
N e n. Easter !Omit., oi
Beautilial Sheer NsIoji
'Hy Archer. Belie-Shama-sr
and Van Kaalte
$1.33. - $1.50
tak
r t
Big Selection of Field
Flowers With Pin to AttAch
All the New Spring
In Beautiful
Leather Bags
Also Conlay and Faille
The' E
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Gage Cantrell Undergoes
Major Operation
Gage Cantrell, West Main
street, underwent a major opera-
tion at St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, term., Monday, and his
hints- as—espeetedalsrabas
factory. Mr. Bayless Cantrell and
Mr. and Mrs. 'Rudy' Cantrell ac-
companied his wife to Nashville
Monday to be at his bedside.
lot' note- 'stands. He was born in
Indiana March 13, 1867, and was
a. graduate of the Indiana State
University where -he received a
degree in civil engineering. He
worked at Vicksburg, Miss., tor
the government and later went
to,Ihe Mississippi Levee Board at
Greenville, Miss., where he was
in charge.
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
STATE OF KENTUCKY, CALD-
WELL claqiir COURT:
Frances W. eGregor, Plaintiff
VS.
Nellie Smith, et al Defendant
In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the
t _rendered
the above entitled cause at tIie
March Term, 1950, the undersign-
ed will on MONADY, the 10th
Day of April, 1950, at 1 p. m. at
the Courthouse door in Princeton,
Ky., proceed to expose to public
sale to the highest bidder the fol-
lowing property:
SECOND TRACT:
A certain tract, piece or parcel
of land situated, lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky,
on the watersf Montgomery
Creek fork of Tradewater River,
and bounded and described as fol-
lows:
Seeinnine at a stone on the
south side of the Sandlick Road,
thence South to a poplar, corner
to S. E. Smiley; thence East to
stone, another corner of S. E.
Smiley; thence North to a stone
on the said road; thence with
"aid road in a westerly direction
to the beginning, supposed to
contain 40 acres, more #or less,
and is a part of the same land
conveyed to the said D. A. Smiley .
by J. W. Gilkey and wife, by deed !
dated August 3rd. 1910, and re-
corded in Deed Book 32. Palle I
f72, Caldwell County Court
CI( rk's Office.
Rettig the same land conveyed
to Bailey McGregor by D. A.
Smiley11 Smiley. by
deed dated the 21st, day of April, ,
1924, of record in Decal Book 83.1
anat. 179. Caldwell County Court'
Clerk's Office. .
Title to the above described
land was adjudged to be in the
ieirs of Bailey McGregor, de-
eared, by a Judgment of the
Caldeeell Circuit Court, dated the
I4th day of March. 1950, of record
in Civil Order Book 43. page 602,
Caldwell Circuit Court Clerk's
Office.
THIRD TRACT:
A certain tract or parcel of land
lying in Caldwell County, Ken-
't..rety on the Waters of Flynn'sp
On December 25, 1891, he mar-
ried Miss Jennie Hanson. She pre-
ceded him in death in 1931 and in
1941 he married Carolyn Beavers,
whoadied last November.
Survivors are four sons, Wil-
liam, St. Louis, Mo.; Louis, of
Chicago, Ill.; Robert, Dearborn,1
Mich., and Walter of Rolla, Mo.,'
a daughter, Mrs. Jennie Jan e•
Brockman, Ft. Wayne, Ind., a
brother, Norman, of Indepen-
dence, Mo., twelve grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed March 21 at St. Benedict's
Church at Doniphan, Mo., by the
Rev. Bernard Temple. Burial
war in Oxley Cemetery.
Robert F. Thomas
Robert Franklin Thomas, 91,
died at the home of his son,
George Thomas, Wednesday,
March 22. Funeral services were
conducted March 23 at the Clark.
Beshear and Clark Chapel, Daw-
son Springs, and burial was in
the Piney Grove cemetery. Rev.
A. L. Meacham was the officiat-
ing minister.
Thomas was born in Caldwell
County July 27, 1859, and had
Pasteurized
AIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2063
111•11111111•1111 
NOTICE
Caldwell County Board of Education will
ye sealed bids for the following school
rty:
1 - 1940 Chevrolet school bus;
Fredonia colored school building;
Dulaney school 'wilding;
Kenneday school building and school lot
ining I acre, more or less.
I bids /two );;#e ie the office of the Caldwell
ty Board of Education, Princeton, Kentucky,
:00 a. fn. April 3, W50.
I
e CctIcisvell Canty Board of E ation re-the4 
rigii4 Jo reject any andall b .
S;gneci:
dwell County Bd. of Education
By: CLIFTON CLIFT, Secretary
By..ROYD E. JONES, Chairman
1
Beginning at a poplar and
•a•hite oak 011 the side of a hill
pear the spring one of the orig-
•nal corners of George W. Stal-
lins land and corner to land now
owned by Charlie Fox thence
•vith calls of said Fox's deed
al-22-E 100 poles to a Black oak
and white oak in the hollow with
-mother of Fox's lines N-85at-W
'4 poles to a stone corner to the
'veatherspoon land thence S-11-
W' 23 poles to stone thence N-65-
W 45 poles 10 feet to a stone in
aril of dogwood Ann Baker Cor-
ner with Baker line S-40-W 140
• ailes to a hickory, Leeman Stal-
ans corner with his line S-36-E
'a poles to a stone on north side
,f road S-63-W 18 poles to black
aik E. M. Ward's corner thence
been a farmer his entire life. He
lived on Dawson Springs, Route3.
Survivors are a son, George
Thema s, Dawson Springs; a
daughter of Evansville, Ind., and
several grandchildren.
• evi Driver
t "Uncle" Levi Drive, 90, died at
i his home near Fredonia Saturday
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
STATE OF KENTUCKY, CALD- Local Firm Has it's Owncittcua COURT:
Paul E Stewart, Willie L. Stew 
•
"Cop And Robber" Daysart, Plaintiff VS.
Louise Mayes, et al, Defendant
In EQUITY Bark in 1876, when marks
 of
By vrtu oj a judgment of the tba Civil War still were fresh in
Ca dwetl rcuit our rendered Prinegon,- the—Eldred Hardwata—
:he above entitled cause at the Store was founded by three men
March Term, 1950, the undersign- In a three story building on the
ed will on 1st MONDAY, the rd
Day of April 1950, between the lot where the J 
C. Penney Store
, 
hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p. m. at the
Courthouse door in Princeton,
Ky., proceed to expose to public
sale to the highest bidder the fol-
lowing property:
Beginning at a stone on the
south side of lane leading to main
road and fronting the house
thence S-86-E 28 poles to a stake
in the West line of old Princeton
road thence with same N-7-E19
poles and 12 feet to an iron post
set in concrete thence N-76".--W
92 poles 4 feet to a post set in
concrete thence N-28-W 54 poles
and stone N-51-W 14 poles 1 ft. to
a post set in concrete, in Camp-
bell's line thence with same S-58-
W 160 poles to a stone in lieu of
black oak now down, S-421/2-E 71)
poles to a stone S-89/s-E 162
poles to a small ceoar near a drain
at gateway, N-59 3/4-E poles to
a stake at a gate, N-79-E 13 poles
12 ft. to the beginning and con-
taining 106.7 acres.
Being the same land heired by
Reginald Mayes, J. D. Mayes.
Paul Mayes. Louise Mayes, Lilah
Bointnott, Monnie Barnes, Paul
E. Stewart, Jewell Stewart, Her-
bert Stewart, Raymond Stewart,
Mrs. Anna Grace Locke. J. L.
Stewar t, Jeannette Stewart
Brown, William Stewart. Willie
Mae Jergouick, Lorine Williams,
Frank Stewart. Fred Stewart,
Lyda Cook, Mary Felker and
Ruth Stewart from the estate of
F. L. Stewart, deceased, they be-
ing the heirs and only heirs at
law of F. L. Stewart. Affidavit of
Descent of record in Deed Book
 
, page  Caldwell
County Court Clerk's Office.
Being a part of the same land
conveyed to F. L. Stewart by
Thomas L. Mitchell and wife by
deed dated October 9, 1920 of rec-
ord in Deed Book 47 page 438.
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
Office. Being a part of the same
land conveyed to F. L. Stewart
by F. E. Shattuck and wife by
with his line in a south direction
S-25-W 40 poles to a white oak
thence with J. H. Stallins line in
a northeast direction N-77-E 60
poles to corner of 7 acres tract
which is hickory and white oak
now a stone thence S-85-E 82
poles to a stone corner to lands
of Dempsey Williams thence with
has line N-15-E 122 poles to post
oak a n d hickory now a stone
thence with another of his tines
N-76-E 25 poles to the beginning. ,
The above Calls taken from-red-
ords in Clerk's Office.
Being the same land conveyed
to Dr. Bailey McGregor by Mrs.
Bettie Jackson, a widow, of Daw-
son Springs. Kentucky by deed
dated 21st day of August, 1948,
recorded in Deed Book 83, page
Caldwell Co u ti t y Court
Clerk's Office.
FOURTH TRACT: .
A certain tract or parcel of land
lying in Caldwell County, Kate-,
lucky and described as followsi''
Beginning at a white oak on
the west side of Whites School-
i morning after a brief illness. ; House road line 
corner thence
Funeral services were conducted ; "Ilh 
S-80-W 52 poles
stakes beech pointer thence
; Lo-A-E about 53 poles to a s
tone! at the Baptist church Sunday af- ;
' ternoon at 2 o'clock by the Rev. thence N-65-E crossing graveyard
Holland Thomas, _pastor. ! 
— 
45 poles 10 ft. to a stone thence
Survivors are his wife, and N-11-E 23 poles 2 feet to a stone
four daughters, Mrs. John Jack- thence N-851a-W about 4 poles to
aaan, Arkansas; Mrs. Loyd White, a black walnut thence Na14-W 12
rennessee; Mrs. -John Womble- ,' poles to center of old Daweon
duff and Mrs. ,Herbert Hamby. ; Springs and Princeton Roard
Burial was in Fredonia ceme- thence with center of White
; tery. School house road same comae
continued 30 poles to the begin-
,
. Mrs. May McCaslin • fling. Containing 25 acres more
Funeral services for Mrs. May or less.
MeCaslin, 61, who died at Prince- ! There is reserved and not 
in-
ton Hospital after a brief illness o eludedfor 
herem the lands staked
nes7a°41 1Serrenetery •. March 25, were conducted at Don.' 
not 
to
etlxi%Weditho
; alllson Baptist 
Church. 
He' of which !
[ she, was a member, March 26. by! to Bailey he sameleNt'M McGregor
rnd conveyedytweorgel
the Rev. H. G. M. Hatter. Mrs.; Witherapnon by deed 
dated Jan-
nary 27. 1942. of record in Deed I
.n the Flatrock community. 
. Book 83, page 204, Caldwell Coun-
• ty Court Clerk', Office.
, aslin, two daughters, Mrs.
Albers are her husband, J. • Said sale is tieing made for the
N. nurpose .01 division among heirs.
Willis Hodge, Route 1, and Miss The purchaser w
ill be reqnsiaed ti,
' Dorothy McCaslin of the home-! givt's 
bond with good personal a-
ste 
ou
ad; a sister, Mrs. Nannie Jen- 
coriansoformotiniev.papamvzto
 
of 
to
t th, : :
• nings, F,armersville, and two Master Comm:Ss:oner, bearing a
; grandchildren, Jimmy and Mar- Dermot interest from date until
! tha Sue Hodge, Route 1. I paid, having the effect of 
a Jude-
! Active pallbearers were Milton 
ment or Replevin bond, on which
Brown, Pad  u c a h; Randolph! 
•‘•,,kilet tcluativenmracyseirs‘se71 
fur 
ngetuir,ort;%;:
Brown, K. L. Martin, Herschel ment thereof. Said sale Will be l,
Campbell and Robert Coleman:. made on a credit of six months. ,
honorary, Earl Adams, James AMY FRANCES LITTL
EPAGE,
Riley, John R., Homer, Joe, Jessie Mas
ter Commissioner
P 
C. C. C.
! Burton, Don and Billy McCaslin. 
Attorney C. H.
' Burial was in Meeks Cemetery.
rinceton, Ky., March 22, 195039-Iti
now stands.
With an opera house located on
the third floor of the building,
which was constructed by W. S.
Powell, father of Mrs. Sallie Cat-
lett, W. S. Powell, Clint Higbee
and W. M. Templemen started
the business with offices on the
second floor.
However, about two or three
years later, 0. P. and Skelley
Eldred along with several part-
ners, bought out Powell and
Templemen and fotinded j,he pres-
ent business. Their partners were
Mr. Ilighbee, who later moved to
Philadelphia, and James F. In-
gram, father of Mrs. Willis Martin
and Mrs. George Martin. Ingram
later became county judge and a
large landowner. Other partners
deed dated September 2. 1922 of
record in deed book 69, page 382,
Calwell County Court Cleric's Of-
fice.
The above description is accord-
ing to a recent survey of said
land made by Hulett McDowell,
surveyor, on the 29th day of
March, 1949 and is according to his
aertiticate ota survey.
Said sale is being made for the
purpose of division among heirs.
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with good personal
security for the payment of the
purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing
6% percent interest from date
until paid, having the effect of a
Judgment or Replevin bond, on
which execution may issue at ma-
turity, with a lien reserved for the
payment thereof. Said sale will be
made on a credit of six moaths.
Amy Frances Littlepage, Master
Commissioner C. C. C.
Attorney C. R. Baker
Princeton, Ky., Mar. 15, 1950.
37-3te
Termite Swarming Season Is Here
r Ohio ‘'alley Termini% corporation. Evansville. Indiana, loyally represented by Steger Lumber ("0., Phone 2061, is
II equipped to serve the people of the Trt-State area on all phase!. cip Termite Control.
10.
ta •
a—
a
la right: President and alanager, Carr J. I ankey; District Representative., 0. II. Wilairx, E
vansville; R. Attie Hall, Padu-
R v.: Murphy Iteddix. Mt. Vernon, Ill. Treaters: Charles Di reastte: Morto
n Morrison, Marvin Brooks and !toward Henson.
FREE INSPECTION TRIPLE GUARANTEE
• Over 125,000 properties treat3d all over the nation since 1927
today for a jam: INSPECTION of your property. This inspection will be made by men especially trained and equipped
an :Nitrate report on the eseditlis a yes properts.Na 9bli TatiOn• Take advantag
e of Oda offer today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
or.e 2.061
5.
- Princeton, Ky.
, Eig *fiAl X
'
•
a.
4
41.
,
•
were A. Wallace, grandfather of
Harry Wallace, who later became
rafrandirent contractor who built
East Side Grade School and the
J. A. Akin home, which Is now
owned by R. S Sneed.
This group of business men
carried on an active business in
farm machinery, wagons, blinks
and the making and repairing of
harnesses.
However, upon the death of 0
P. Eldred in 1902, the partners of
the Eldreds sold out to them and
the business was divided equally
between Shelley and Dique Eld-
red. Since this period was prior
to the advent of the automobile,
the firm employed several Neg-
roes among whom were Jas.
Ohara, Elias Harmon, Sr., Dave
Baker and A. T. Whorton. One
of these men, it is recalled, was
driving a dray loaded with about
20 joints of large water pipe down
Washington street when a wheel
hit a bump in the unpaved street
and threw him out head first.
Then, the frightened horse broke
into a run for the warehouse,
scattering the load of pipe over
the street.
After fire destroyed the build-
ing where the Penney Store is
now located, the Hardware Store
was moved to its present loca-
tion on Main street. It was in this
building where the "cop and rob-
ber" incident occurred.
Money, according to the own-
ers, was left overnight in those
days inside the store. However, it
was discove. ad that each morn-
ing there was a shortage in the
cash box, but an investigation re-
vealed no doors unlocked, no glass
broken nor locks forced. Police
were called in to hide under the
floor of the show windows to de-
tect the culprit. For several nights
no robber was seen, but the next
morning a shortage was found.
,yhe, mystery continued until
Jain Wilson, police chief, station-
ed !himselfan a fiftle shop in rear
of the store and taught the rob-
ber entering the building about
daylight one morning with a key.
When the robber spied the police
chief. watching hint he fired sev-
eral shots at the. utneer- and Wil-
son began shooting back. Both
missed their targets, but- the
holes made by the bullets still re-
main In the floor and ceiting.
111111Mliamiummill11111111111111111111
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WHY PAY MORE?
FRESH LIMA BEANS, white & green
No. 303 can  10c
BUSH'S CHOPPED TURNIP GREENS,
No. 2 con  10c
HOMINY, No. 2 can 2 for  15c
VIENNA SAUSAGE, No. 1/2 can . . .. 15c
Sugar, pure cane, 10 lbs.  87c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.  15c
LARD, pure, lb. 10c; 50 lb. can  $4.99
BLUE BONNET MARGARINE, colored,
4 stix lb.  39c
CHEESE FOOD, 2 lb. box  69c
FLOUR, plain or self-rising, 25 lb. bag . $1.25
COFFEE, Maxwell House, Chase & Sanborn
or Old Judge, lb. tin  75c
PUREX, quart bottle  15c
PURE BLACK 'PEPPER, 1 oz. box  18c
CANDY, any variety, 3 bars  10c
CHEWING GUM, 3 pkgs.  10c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St. Dial 2611
••• when the whole family needs new
Easter outfits and your budget needs
stretching, shop and save at Per-
RAYON PRINTS
Choose From The Town's Best
Selection For Your Easter Dress
. ,
Some of 'the most en-
chanting dresses ever
... in new frelit prints
and are easy on the.
Easter budget. See
these first.
s
•
90
• A.
•
WOVEN
RAYON
With Spring's
First Flowers
Brand New - Just in time for your Easter Wardrobe.
See these and others of straw braid, cellophane
straws, all in Easter's finest colors.
Enchanting
PLASTIC
'CALF
298
Rich looking plastic bags - pouches, top handles
and boxy styles. Also in faille and corde. Black
Navy, Brown, Red, Green, White, and Whiteeand
Tan.
CHILDREN'S
EASTER PATENTS
Styled especiall
tailed crowd. Wedge heel- 98.rfor the pig-ed, double strops. Just like
big sisters. ;Sizes 81,2 to 12
Sizes 121/2 to 3 $4.49;
15 H If A S 1_0 N
a
Sc
The Alaskan Army Test
Was WorSpent
By Clarice Beach
Washington — American tax-
payers spent $1,200,000 on the re-
cent war games in the Canadian
Yukon and Alaska, in addition to
the regular running expenses q
the 3,110 U.S. grouno and air per.
sonnel who took part. What uki
they get for their money?
This correspondent was there
for the first week as an observer.
It was time eoought to see some
thing of what the Army and Air
Force were learning. Since 1946
the military men have been work-
ing more and more on the prob.
lems of fighting and flying in the
Alaska area. Since 1947 they have
had occasionpl field tests, involv•
ing a few hundred men. These
1950 exercises, however, were the
first large-scale try-outs for men
and equipment.
The maneuilers proved that a
large force of men could be quick-
ly transported by air into the Arc-
tic, ready to live and fight in
frigid temperatures. A battalion
(750) men) was flown from Camp
Carson, Colo., a distance of 2,600
miles to Whitehorse, Canada, with
all their arms, equipment, cold
weather clothing and sleeping
bags. Officers said it was the
longest airlift of fully armed men
ever attempted.
In addition 2,000 men were
transported by truck in midwin-
ter from the United States to
Alaska over the Alaska Highway.
The trip went off smoothly, with-
out traffic tie-ups or other serioua
incidents. These achievements
are important because they prove
the feasibility of one phase of
America's strategy for Alaskan
defense. The U.S. plan is to garri-
son the territory with relatively
few troops, then depend on rapid
and heavy reinforcements from
the States in case of trouble.
Men with no Arctic experience
proved that with a few months'
indoctrination they could live,
fight and keep healthy in the
deep snows, in temperatures rang-
ing from 20 to 57 below zero. At
the base camp they tried out the
new Jamesway Shelters — a two-
layer, quilted semi-cylindrical
FOR ONLY
 
 
- $1.99
 
. .......
PER
WEEK
Washes every piece imelividnirl
"Owlsk-steen" washing with
Activester. washing action.
ADJUSTABLE TIMER
watches the clock tor you.
ONE-CONTROL WRINGER
saves work.
8-POUND CAPACITY
for a big family.
ONVILBR WRITTEN
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINnarreus yekres fru..
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
DROUGHT VICTIMS: These hippopotamuses huddle together in a
 puddle in the virtually dry
bed of Lake Rukwa in Tanganyika,. Africa, during recent drought. Ma
ny died on the parched, dry
lake ,bed in search of food. The hippopotamus feeds on aquatic plants and us
es water to protect its
hide from the sun and to support the weight of its body. (AP Wirephoto) •
tent, insulated with fiber glass.
In the field they lived in eight-
sided five-man tents. The outer
layer was canvas, the inner layer
was nylon. An oil stov e, its
smokestack the tent-pole, kept the
inside quite warm. -
White felt snow boots Sot their
first large scale work-out, and a
sizeable number of frost-bitten
feet resulted. Maneuver leaders
believed, however, that the boots
were good, although they had to
be worn with care. Men who were
frost-bitten, they said, had failed
to use the proper precautions. In
that climate you must use the ut-
most care to see that no moisture
from sweat, snow or water ever
reaches the feet.
Almost half of the weasels, the
tracked vehicle built sf5alaally for
Arctic use, broke down by the
end of the first week. This was
anticipated, however. A new type
of Arctic vehicle is now being
designed,
"The thing we learned the first
day here," said Lieut. Col. Lloyd
J. Hellmann, chief umpire, "was
that good truck drivers are the
key men in this kind of war."
In a region where there is only
one highway and no possibility
of wheeled vehicles moving off
o! it, a treffic tie-up could be
disastrous. Hellnittrin pointed out
that where there had been stop-
pages 41se whole battle had bog-
ged down. Men who could skill-
fully handle heavy trucks on the
hard packed sknow Were as valu-
WARRANTY as expert marksmen.
and many other tine features! I _ 
. 1950 Model
WASHER
ASK TO SEE THE NEW G-E WASHER!
Princeton Lumber Co.
S. Seminary St.
Authorized Dealer
GENERAL ELECTRIC
WASHERS
Phone 2081
I STO
MACH SUFFERERS
The HARVEY STOMAcH
GET AMAKIN13 itItLINP
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is ,
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains, ,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feel- .
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG' STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
ere (-.-3.2,se can. .
1 $1516.25. 'line delivered price includes Cod bath air cleaner,cer filter, delivery end handling charges ps sadal Siete laces and kens* extra. Prices may anyslightty in different localities Overdose snd whrteudewall lion evadable at extra cost
buy such qualit •
_
Where else could it buy you such silent
power . . tilos fine car -feel" ... the "Fashion
Car" styling of this '50 Ford, The answer isr
NO PLACE ELSE CAM YOU EQUAL FORD
FOR THE PRICE.
FORM
THE ONE
FINE CAR
IN THE
LOW-PRICE .
FIELD
Wk.*.( you drive Ford's odvanc•d "Si."
or the new quiet V•e, you're master of
sorging fore* that keeps its tone down to
a whisper. The 13-way stronger "Life-
wore essay, too, is "sound eapflitioned"
agoinst nors• And the new conslairheMill•
loom rubber front seat cushion I. often,
50 new quality features. "Test Drive" *
and you're sure to agree that no WNW
car con *gaol Nat '50 Ford for Ow win.
Oaly hod I. its 11•14 Whys yea
Overdrive*. It lao yow owilao
Lir Wisp le 1 5 VIZ
wow Om yea i4.e mkt-
paw Wow leaslher.
drIvIagoo We rood.
"Mi MIMI- A 111 Pen
4. Ai Toor lewd Males
111111 0 h wall apse per woe I
R A N DOPILP.11.121  0 R
Durocher Type
Giants Figure To
Win Close Ones
, By jack Stevenson
Phoenix, Ariz. — Look for this
year's New York Giants to win
the close ones they lost in 1949,
says Manager Leo Durocher.
He isn't talking about the 1-0
games, but the ones where his
club held two or three run mar-
gins and blew them through faul-
ty fielding.
"We lost 15 games where we
only got one out on plays, where
we should have had two," said
Leo.
He figures that won't happen
this year with a fancy fielding
double play combination of Alvin
Dark at shortstop and Eddie
Stanky at second. They came in
the big winter trade with the
Boston Braves. Jack Harshman,
the rookie first baseman Count-
ed on for a regular assignment,
also does plenty of fancy field-
ing. His trouble may come in the
hitting department.
All concerned feel the Giants
are much stronger down the mid-
dle this season with a speedy
hustling ball club. It reflects in
added confidence among • t h e
pitcher?.
Sheldon Jones, who won 15 last
season, says he expects to win 20
this season with Dark and Stanky
on the club.
Dttreeli9e ha, l. seen the alert,
rif>aeptiVe type of game pay big
dividends, as a player with St.
Louis and when he managed the
Brooklyn Dodgers for Branch
ItiekerYanHo ee Stoncnam, toe Presi-
dent of the Giants, h ad to be
convinced he should get rid of
the slow moving, power hitting
crew that had become. associated
with the Polo Grounds. Durocher
had his way and during the
spring drills his boss has looked
pleased with the resultant New ,
York National League club.
So it's natural that observers
should call the current outfit a
"Durocher type'' ball club.
Leo shrugs at such comments
saying, "The Giants are now like
any manager would like them to
be. I'm not the only one who
wants to see the double play and
some men who can pull off the
hit-and-run, bunt and do the oth-
er things that have made basebap
the great game it is."
Only two players who saw ser-
vice regularly for the Giants all
through 1949 are counted on this
season. They've Center Fielder
Bobby Thompson, one of the best
in the business who hit .309, and
Left Fielder Whitey Lockman,
who swatted .301.
Don Mueller, who did his best
1949 playing for Minneapolis in
the American Association, is the
top candidate for the right field
spot. Monte Irvin, Negro outfield-
er, also seeks the post, and Jack
Maguire, rookie from Minneapo-
lis where he hit .348, has been
impressive.
At third base the. edge goes to
Henry Thompson,' the .Negro in-
fielder who broke in wish the
Giants during the 1949 season and
won the second base job. Hersh
FISH TAKE TO AIR
Tampa, Fla. — (AP) — Fish
breeder Herbert Woolf has built
up a big tropical fish business in
-,the north by using milk delivery
'methods. He loads a big plane
with 30,000 little fish twice week-
ly.' His pilots drop off cans of
fish at airports along the route
and pick up containers left be-
fore. The Woolf plane goes once a
week to the larger cities in the
East and delivers fish to the Mid
West on another run.—
Woolf has a 40-acre fish farm
with 300 outdoor breeding pools.
Such little fellows as guppies,
swardtails, wagtails are raised in,
the pools. Temperatures and feed- I
ing conditions are checked as
carefully as they are at a hospital
nursery. The fish are loaded into
cans equipped with hundreds of
rubber tubes through which air
is pupped. Losses are negligible.
Wholesale tropica1 fish . dealers
are the largest purthasers of 'the
air-shipped fish. The fish are re-
sold to aquariums and ietail
dealers.
DUCK CROSSES PACIFIC
San Francisco — (AP) — A
duck -1) anded in California is
credited with the longest record-
ed trans-Pacific flight.
A female pintail 'banded last
August in Northern California
was shot in the Cook Islands in
the South Pacific by a New Zea-
lar.d hunter. The flight is estimat,
ed at 4,500 miles.
man at first base came up from
Minneapolis.
Durocher hopes Wes Westrum
can handle the catcher's job on a
full time basis. He never h a S
come up to expectations. Veter-
an Ray Mueller and some rook-
ies are in reserve.
The pitching problems aren't as
serious as they have been in the
past. In addition to Larry Jansen,
the New Yorkers have Jones,
Dave Koslo sand Montia Kennedy
who have proved their rights to
starting assignments. Jack Kram-
er, purchased from the Boston
Red Sox, and Clint Hartung, who
faded after an impressive 1949
start, may break into the starting
ranks. Kirby Higbe a n d Hank
Behrman lead the the relief bri-
gade.
".1f we can get five reguki
starters, look out," says Durocher.'
"We might have two or three 20
game winners oout of a starting
five with everybody getting the
proper rest."
Putrid meat or fish is used a,
bait for crocodile snares.
_vs
FEDERAL LAND BANK
LOANS
Offer
CHEAP MONEY TO
FARMERS Through
IIIREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
LOAN AS3 N.
Loans made on good farms
from 10 to 33 years at 4% in-
terest on amortized payments
SEE
J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary • Treasurer
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky
Dend tok
WANTED
‘The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
doily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
. We pay ail phone Charges.
Phpne 3698 Princeton, Ky. *
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Safety Rules For
The Young Cyclist
B.y David Taylor Marke
When is a child old enoOl
have a bicycle?
That is a question parents must
answer sooner or later. Here are
a few guideposts offered by the
National Safety Councii:
The safe age for bicycle use
depends on where you live and
the training of your child, says
the council.
How thorough has your child's
safety training been? Have you
taught him good pedestrian hab-
its? Has he proved he is aware
of the dangers of street traffic?
Does he obey your instructione
in other things?
Do you live on a quiet street,
with little traffic, or on a busy
thoroughfare? Do you live in a
city or a small town? Is police
traffic control good and are driv-
ers generally careful and obser-
vant- Will you limit the bike to
off-the-street use until you are
confident of junior's ability and
attitude?
Once the decision is made to
permit a bicycle, parents should
make sure that the one purchas-
ed is the proper size, the Coun-
cil. says. Observe these pointers
for various age groups:
For the 5-7-year-old a 20-inch
bike for residential oft-the-street
use is recommended. Teach jun-
ior to dismount and walk, the
bike across streets. Use this per-
iod for training and observation
of skills.
For 8-10-year-olds — The 24-
inch bike is suitable for limited
riding on quiet residential streets.
Train him carefully in keeping to
the right, riding in single tile,
signalling turns, using bell, avoid-
ing tracks or ruts, observing traf-
fic rules, riding from driveways,
watching for opening doors of
parked cars, using carrier for
packages.
For 11-Years-and Older —;The
26-inch bike should give full
freedom except on heavily-travel-
ed arterial streets. Strict penal-
ties should be imposed for stunt-
Thursda , March 30,1
The National Gefar; ,
ciety says summers
land, off the China roast.
presive because of r:alrn
than heat.
In additi
Hainan Island has wail
copper, some gold, silver
lead and zinc.
Try a Leader Classified
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KEACH'S in Hopkins
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHING!'
amb Income Up To
fobacco; Less Work
Lambs last year brought an in-
come equal to a tobacco crop and
at much less work, Charlie Graves
Jelanzae_ county  told Farm
Agent Justus L. Ellis. Mr. Graves
sold 15 lambs for 4430.57, and an-
other group of 29 for $1338.40.
Wool from 29 ewes brought
$129.12, or a total of 41.108-09.
Then he had nine lambs left,-to
which 43 were added this spring.
Mr. Graves pastured his ewes and
lambs on Ladino clover, fescue
and winter oats and fed no groin.
Some prehistoric burial mounds
in Effigy Mounds National Monti
ment, Iowa, are in the forms if
birds and animals.
ing in the streets, carrying ext,,,
passengers, hitching behind ve-
hicles or riding at night in traffic
Administrator's Notice
All persons indebted to the
estate of W. P. Main, deceas-
ed, please make settlement
with me on or before May 1,
1950 and those holding claims
against the estate will be re-
quired to present same proper-
ly proven by lay 1, 1950.
JOHN H. leicLIN, Admr.
W. P. McLin Estate.
503 W. Main St., Princeton,
Ky.'Phone 3244
NOTICE
I have taken over the Insurance business of the
late W. P. McLin and will continue the business up
der the name of Main Insurance Agency. I wI
write all kinds of Fire and Automobile Insurance
and will appreciate a continuance of your polic
and additional business from customers and
friends.
Min Insurance Agency
by John H. Main
MODERN, AUTOMATIC RANGE
PERFECT RESULTS—every time—That's one, reason for the zoo- -g
popularity of the new electric range. Constant temperatures, acc,3'f•
timing, even heat distribution in a fully insulated oven—all these t'e
you produce the some fine daily baking for your family that you ," or
for in your Foir prize winners.
REMOTE CONTROL COOKING—Fully automatic controls turn
range oven on—and off—when you're away from the kitchen Ye- '
the controls, the oven does the rest.
CLEAN, FAST—No flame to smudge pots and pans, no grime o -
or curtains. Surface units, broiler, and oven ore lost. The heat goes
where it's needed, not out into the room.
'Eteetirk C8444Wp G64e4 4.44 el(44 'NNW
Check the chart below ta see what it will cost you to cook for on overage !condi
of four. These costs on bosed on Ph, us• of 100 kilowatts ensonth for co
olung
. •
If your present bill it:
$5.80 or over, electrk cooking will cost you 
5.20 to 5.40, electric cooking will cost you 
4.60 to 4.80, electric cooking will cost you
4.00 to 4I.V, electric cooking will cost you....w
3.40 to 3.615, electric cooking will cost you...
2.80 to 3.00, electric cooking will cost you 
. $2.00
2.20
 
2.40
 
 
2.
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Electric lights Will
Increase Egg Yields
Installation of electricity in lay-
ing houses is orisilited with in-
creased egg production among
poultrymen in Johnson cqunty,
says Manuel B. Arnett, county
--Lain-Lontaatar, -Chan&
lersville reported that for a per-
iod of two months he got a daily
average of 85 eggs from 100 hens.
Con Ferguson of Flat Gap kept
warm drinking water before his
flock in addition to turning on the
lights at 4 a. m. As a result, they
laid an average of 90 eggs per
100 hens.
b u y "hard-tailored' masculine
suits that give women a dread-
ful, efficient look." It takes a lit-
tle time to sink in, but all of a
sudden I realize the writer is re-
ferring to my own, proud
"straight- as-an-arrow'. creation.
Thereupon I race out and buy
me a costume "softly clinging, re-
vealing the charming natural
lines of a woman's figure." I go in
for lace, armsful of bracelets and
general frotr-frou. For a little
period the rustle of taffeta petti-
coats whispers as I walk and a
delicate odor of Spring flowers
flows in my wake.
But this happy dream, too, is
rudely shattered shortly, when
someone pounds out an authori-
tative article on how frills and
fuss are out of place its our civili-
zation. This goes on indefinitely
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
HeL.-4quarters
For 
:Ferguson Tractor
Princeton
!Hopkinsville Rd.
Ky.
Phone 3226
rMia.r 5,
from us is the eggshell way to obtain •xtrd
cash to meet any financial problem. Simply
e or corn• in and tell us how much yet/ need 01611 1160
want to repay. Get the money right awry, Awagb,ws,
C44 frlieteNed - let us refinance your
and reduce your present payments as muds., oats-half.
110 W. Market Street PHONE 2.851
Princeton, Ay. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCLITC*1, KENTUCIC+
HE WANTS A POSTCARD: Four weeks ago Billy Shearrow, tl, a Canton,. 0 io, invalid, asked
his mother for a postcard horn the "Indian Country." She Wrote the postmaster at Albuquerque,
N. M., and newspapers picked up the story. Since then the youth has received more than 4,000 let-
ters and presents. Billy, who has Perthes disease, is shown looking over some of his mail. (AP Wire-
photo)
and I just -can't win
I regret to estate that this hor-
rid situation prevails not only in
the matter of clothing. Take hair
arrangements, as another exam-
Pia-
Not so long ago, I decided that
the beauty experts must be right
about a woman's crowning algaY•
I'd let it sst•ow long, like they
sai.c.% hind it up high on my head
and occasionally stick flowers in
it. This was a major decision, ISta
cease it involved going through
that horrible letting-it-grow peri-
ad. I achieved it, however, and
just. about the time I was able to
-swing mya shining locks high,
shift.
Long hair, they stari!'d to tell
me, was messy, inefficien.'a Ufl
smart:- unmanageable and utter-ay
out of place in the modern scene
and tempo. Chop it off, the ex-
perts decreed, have a sleek,
handsome and tailored short crop.
I came close to cropping as di-
rected, except that I met a fash-
ion expert (fashion experts are
always way ahead of their read-
ers in these things) and she told
me that all the people in the know
were already letting theft -shod;
crops grow to middle-length.
Just about the time I've fallen
for description of light, delicate
floral odors of perfumes and
'bought me a bottle, believing dis-
dainful talk about "heavy, musky
and frequently distasteful per-
fumes," someone else comes along
and sells me the idea light per-
fumes are strictly for milkmaids.
What I need is sophisticated, ex-
citing perfume, appreciated by
women-of-the-world."
No matter what I buy I'm al-
' *a.ys about a season behind. And
it there's anything a fashion
writer can get her teeth in, it's
something that's old-hat. It makes
me wonder how she could ever
• The Newest Fashions. . . Finest
Fabrics . . . A Real Value . . . These
lovely Spring Suits Economically
Priced at
$1695 to $4500
10 to IS —SIZES— IS,: to 2-t
Colors: Navy, Black, Red, Green, Dada
Use Our
Convenient
Layaway Plan
A Small Deposit Will
Hold Any Hem
EASTER BONNETS
NsSee-our gay selection of Easter Bonnets .
St les for all ages . all of the new
Spring colors . . . Priced at
$2.95 to $8.95
HAT and DRESS SHOP
705 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HOPKINSVILLE, KY..
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just at the Princeton re-
porters. shortlY after the turn of the century, wrote them.
September 6, 1929. Miss Harvey pleasant guest of her daughter,
Rogers has resigned as teacher at Miss Ruth Leitchfield, during
Bethany and has accepted a posi- I Conference week.
tiob as principal of the high school
at Corinth, Ky. Miss Roge:a will
leave for that place Friday of this
week to enter upon her duties.
She is one of Caldwell's most
popular young lady teachers and
we wish her much success in her
new position.
/September 6,169297 Mr. arm Mrs.
•Richard Ratliff of New York are
gueswaa et the home of Mr. and
Mrs. cflarles Ratliff, Sr.. on
South Jefferson aireet. In the past
few months, Richara, hag been es-
tablishing for himself reettaffl.
don in the great metropolitan
financial circles.
• • •
September 10, 1929. Gordon'
Lisanby and William Clinton
Haydon, Jr., left yesterday for
Lexington, where they will at-
tend State University. They're
among Butler Hi's finest products,
and the good wishes of homefolk
follow them on their scholastic
career.
. • I
-
v/September 13, 1929. Miss Eliza-
beth Coleman left today for Hop-
kinsville where she will attend
school at Bethel Woman's College.
• • • ment and adopt better fire pre-
, 
September 20, 1929. Mrs. Sallie vention laws."
Harralson went to Madison-
ville Thursday to visit relatives
and attend the State. Christian
Sunday School Convention. She
will make an extended stay in
that city and at Providence before
her return.
0 • •
October 29, 1929. Dr. W. C.
Haydon, Misses Grace Pepper,
Hester Haydon, Maytie Catlett,
LaRue Stone and Louise McCas-
lin composed a motor party that
spent Sunday afternoon and even-
mg in Russellville with W. C.
Hallo, Jr., W ho is attending
school at 
November 5, 1929. Mr. ii:td Mrs'
• •
hal C011efe.
R. S. Mason, Jr., attended 4•Ite.
Hallowe'en Dance at the Elks'
Club Thursday night.
• • •
September 24, 1929. Miss Alice
Randolph, on of Princeton's most
Popular young ladies, left recent-
ly for Memphis, Tenn., to enter
Western State Teachers College,
where she plans to take a three-
year course. Miss Alice will major
in Latin and English. She was an
honor-student at Butler High and
has the good wishes of her many
friends here in her new field of
scholastic endeavor.
• • •
•
October 4, 1929. M r s. A. D.
Leitchfield, of Louisville, was the
have been so enraptured about it.
Or how she sold me a bill of
goods.
Morale: Never throw anything
away. Just wait a few seasons
and it will probably be -back,
dre,ssed in a gay festoon of loving
adjectives.
BULLS
OPEWAND
NEIFERS
The best sioloetlea ever
offered. Sloodinee from the
I Nation's best herds. Show
Cattle - - - Breeding Can't,
- - - FARMER DULLS.
HEW, APRIL 11
Show 9:30 a.m.. Salo 1 p.m.
Tattersalla Lexington
Write For Catalog To, . .
'KENTUCKY
HEREFORD ASSOCIATION
R. 0. Box 1366'
Lexington, Kentucky
FIRE LOSSES REDUCED
New York - (AP) - News-
papers of the United States are
given much of the credit for the
decrease in fire losses in the past
year. The National Board of Fire
Underwriters reports that 1949
fire losses were 8.1 per cent be-
low the all-time high of $711,114.-
000 recorded in 1946.
Wendell Sether, public infor-
mation director of the National
Board, says "newspapers in all
parts of the country helped peo-
ple save lives and property by
educating the public to prevent
fires, support modern fire depart-
BAPTIST HOUR BROADCAST
Baptist Hour is being broad-
ast over station WPKY from 10
to 10:30 a. m. every week day
Monday through Friday, the Rev.
H. G. M. Hailer, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, announces.
Nineteen Baptist churches are
participating in the program, he
added.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home. Economics
WHITE POTATOES, II
Even when certified seed is
used; gee d treatment is worth
while as-iiiiiiTegt-ThirerhOt so rritetrt -
against scab as against the dis-
ease black scurf, that is respon-
sible for the low yields many
Kentuckians get. The germs, at-
tached to the seed coats, can mul-
tiply under spring soil conditions
to kill potato plants, sometimes
before any tubers are set, but al-
ways before they have made size.
The material most convenient
to use is Semesan Bel. It comes
In a two-ounce package, enough
for treating 300 pounds of seed.
Directions a r e printed on the
package. To make best use of a
two-ounce package, several "100-
pound planters" may organize a
"treating bee" to reduce the
treating cost to a minimum. Seed
treatment has given yield increas-
es of from 30 per cent to 88 per
cent, well worth going after.
After treating, the seed should
be cut in blocky pieces of at least
one eye, though more do not mat-
ter, weighing about RS ounces,
the size of a pullet egg. If possi-
ble, 24 hours should pass before
planting to give opportunity for
a "false skin" forming on the cut
faces. The seed should be held in
fairly tight containers, not spread
out, as this way so much loss of
moisture may occur as to ham-
per the sprouts coming up.
Furrows should be laid off five
inches deep, 38 inches apart. Then
the fertilizer, 4-8-12, should.be
sown, but deep; then thoroughly
mused with the soil by dragging
a hoe handle or a piece of chain,
but left deep. The rate may be
from 25 feet to 15 feet of furrow,
corresponding to a sack of fer-
tilizer to a sack of seed. or two
sacks per sack. Deep planting and
deep fertilizing hold the roots
deep, where the soil is moist and
cool, potatoes being a "cool"
crop.
Planted before freezing weath-
er is past, the furrows should b..a
filled with a slight ridge, but as
the season progresses, less- andi.asi cover is needed; if planting
is &Stayed kritrarrl the Pfid Of the
"orthodoZ" I:Sleeting time, the
covering nee!. Merely be deep
enough to exclude light, even 11/2
inches. The first &titivation of
ridge-covered potatoes cdosists of
knocking off the ridge just as the
tips of the sprouts reach garden
level. That for shallow-covered
seed should be delayed until the
sprouts extend above the level
of the garden, when the furrows
are dragged shut.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Clirotic,Inp-Sosted Pains
low Believed Foliar, Law!
New "Films-Coated" Table( Hiss
Arthrirk, Rhowatatir
Amor/hue 1,11m-Coated" tablet is
latest method found. Reduces, uric
acid Strikes directly at chronic, deep-
seated pains through blood stream.
Brings soothing, long-lasting .rellef
Unlike plain tablets. 111m-coating
avoids toxic effect. and use/put action
in stomach_ All pain-relieving medi-
cine is carried to Intestines. Absorp-
tion by blood stream starts effective
analgesic action feet. All points of
deep-seated pain and stiffness are
quickly reached. This new, safe com-
pound. called kr-Pan-Bs, is recom-
mended by
CORNER DRUG STORE
* Mere Dirt stamevedt
* earspirestert omit Oder Illernevoi I
*'Colers Revived to Origin& Inghtnissal
Don't wait 'til the last minute to bring +our spring clothes
in especially your Easter favorites, tail now for our
better Sanhona Dry Cleening Service •cid ee
see how Snuck brighter... fresher .. ad
cleaner your clothes will be! ' SAtIIIONI
Dial 3505
The U. 5, Bureau of Mines has
investigated mineral deports in
every state and Alaska in the
past 10 years.
Virtually all streams and lakes
in Uganda are infested with cro-
codiles.
-
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WALKER HAS IT
Parker 51 Fountain Pens
and
51 Pen and Pencil Seta
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
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AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed la all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum di main.
Phone 557. tfc
--FOR SALE: High qualify
as seed. Test 99.76 per cent pur-
ity; 93 per cent germination.
Also Ladino clover, certified
and commercial Ky. 31 fescUe.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
4212 or 4202. 32-1tc
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p, and 71/2 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St:
Phone 2445. tfc
 _
FOR SALE: Garden wire, 4 ft-
10 rod roll, $8.50; 5 ft.-10 rod
roll, $9.50. Robinson Implement
and Motor Company, phone
2053. 37-3tc
FOR SALE: One used Maytag
washer. McConnell Electric Co.
39-Itc
CUSTOM WORK: Mr. Cline Red-
dick, a well experienced Trac-
tor operator and Farmer, will
do custom work with a Fergu-
son Tractor this year. Anyone
desiring work done, please call
or see H. C. P'Pool Tractor &
Imp. Co., or Mr. Reddick. We
are still taking orders for Fer-
tilizer, so place your order soon
and it will be delivered to your
place within a few days. H. C.
P'Pool Tractor & Imp. Co.,
phone 3226. 36-4tc
FOR SALE: Antique Sleepy Hol-
low chair with three carved
roses. In perfect condition.
Phone 3244. . 39-1tc
FOR SALE: Field fence, heavy
weight, 20 rod rolls. 47" - 12"
stay, $17.50; 39" - 12" stay,
$15-55; 32" - 12" stay, $13.73;
39" - 6" stay, $19.95; 32" -
6" stay, $17.95. Robinson Im-
plement and Motor Company,
phone 2053. 37-3tc
1:21i SALE; if you don't lugaw
used ears, be sug'i pint know
4„e.r. For clean, used cars
in all price ranges, See Ran-
dolph Motors, Ours erg
_Fort WO and Service. 30-tic
FOR SALE: One flve-rce;nt house
with bath, lights, water and
gas. Prited re'asonable. Mrs.
John Hall. 110 E. Young St.
Dial 2170. '. 39-2tc
FOR SALE: Galvanized roofing,
25 Gauge-5V, $9.25 sq.; 29-
Gauge-5V, $8.85 sq. Robinson
Implement and Motor Com-
pany, phone 2053. 37-Sic
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co,
_MN_ S.. Moto MA11311711
32-47tp
FOR SALE: 55-acre farm—lvith
house, less than a year old,
with phone, lights, water and
7/10 acre burley base. Will sell
from one to 55 acres in any
amount desired. Will consider
taking car or other property as
trade in. Located four miles
from Princeton on Princeton
and Dawson highway. See Erby
,Cruce same address. 39-1tp
- —
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 N. Harrison Si,
33-tic
FOR SALE: Field fence, standard
weight, 20 rod rolls. 39" - 6"
stay, $13.00; 32" - 12" stay,
$9.73; 32" - 6" stay, $12.55; 26"-
6" stay, $10.95. Robinson Im-
plement and Motor Company,
phone 2053. 37-3tc
FOR SALE: Six-room house with
hot water and lights on large
lot. near the Holiness Church.
Easy terms. See Kelley C.
Morse, Real Estate Agency, next
to the Orange building, Prince-
ton. 39-1 tp
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
Ky. 29-17tc
FOR SALE: Barbed wire, 80 rod
roll, 4 point heavy, $6.95. Rob-
inson Implement arid Motor
Company, phone 2653. 37-3tc
FREE BARBECUE: Everybody
invited to automobile auction
sale Saturday, April I, 1950, be-
ginning pt 10:30 A. M. $2.00 if
they don't sell ifild $10.00 If Mei,
cla sell., Remember this is the
Only auto auction whet: any-
body can buy .a1;;;; anybody can
se.12.. ;on l night Friday so
' call 1886 collect for early.reser-
vations. Main Street Car Ex-
change and Auction Company,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 39-Ito
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances 
and Electrical Suppiies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St.. Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed. FOR RENT: Furnished apartment
tic
THE PRINcETON LEADER, PRIkireiet
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH GROWS RAPIDLY
The story of the Northside Baptist Church began
'on April 11, 1949, when the Rev. H. G. M. Haller,
pastor of the First Baptist Church, began a revival
meeting in an old garage building, which had been
bought and made ready for services. At the close of
the two weeks' revival, there were 42 Baptists who
signified their desire to enter into the organization
of a church in this needy section of the city, but or-
ganization was delayed. However, Sunday School
was started and full time preaching was begun. By
the last of August, there were 77 Baptists who were
anxious to become charter members of a new church. Sunday.
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B
Bang's tested, Six to ten weeks
old. Price delivered by trqck
* to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
on approval in lots of five or
more. Some one year and two
year old heifers. Write or wire
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wis-
consin. 38-8tc
_ 
FOR RENT: House, Varmint
Trace Street Phone 3492 or
3660, William Pickering. 37-1tc
HELP WANTED: Experienced
bookkeeper. Please contact eith-
er Mr. Coleman Or Mr. Dunn at
Coleman-Dunn Company, W.
Main St., phone 2095; 39-He
Fort t ENT; Three-room furr
ed apartment; stricthe„ tnou--'ern
and private. 31,1 White
30-lie
MALE /eiELP WANTED: Man
ac•ni's car wanted for route
work. $15 to $20 in a day. No
experience or capital required.
Steady. Write today. Mr. Sharp,
120 East Clark Street, Freeport,
Illinois. 38-2tp
Perfection Electric Ranges
(Tops in Beauty and Performance)
Coolerator Electric Ranges
(Economical and Serviceable) _
Coolerator Electric Refrigerators
(Reasonable in Price and Complete in Service)
Other Electrical Appliances including Sun-
beam Coffee Makers, Mirro Automatic Percolat-
ors, Electric Irons and Hot Plates.
ALL ON DISPLAY AT
113 W. MAIN ST. DIAL 2751
FOR SALE: One used refrigera-
tor. McConnell Electric Co.,
205 West Market, phone 2091.
38-Itc
FOR SALE: One sow and pigs
and registered Duroc jersey
Dawson Road
A council of nearby Baptist Churches was called and
on September 4 the church was organized. Rev. Hat-
ter served as acting pastor until January, preaching
at Northside at 10 a. m and at the First Baptist
Church at 11 a. m., and again at Northside at 6:30
p. in. and First Baptist at 7:30 p. m. In the mean-
time the membership had grown to 102 and the Sun-
day school attendance more than 100. On January
8, the church called the Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, of
Irvington,, to be pastor. Since Rev. Parrett's arrival,
the Sunday school attendance jumped to about 150,
the membership to 121, with additions almost esiery
Mr. Audrey Franklin, of Daw-
son Springs, visited Mr. Kax Poe
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James McGowan,
of Princeton, have purchased a
new house from J. 0. Beshear.
They moved there last Saturday.
Mrs. Lee Loyd spent last week-
end as the guest of Miss Lola
Veal.
Ms. Mettie Morris and Miss
Lola Veal spent Friday with Mrs.
Ida Franklin and Mrs. Hester
Powell.
Prayer meeting at the tw1.4...•41..
Mrs. Anna Rt_21,ass Monday night
W3. s attended. ,
Mr. Kax Poe visited Mr. George
Franklin Monday night.
Mr. Donald Redden was in our
Community Monday.
Adrien P'Pool visage/ tobert
and Leon Powell Sattrrday after-
noon.
Monroe Powell visited his fam-
ily Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fialick
were in Hopkinsville Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Franklin
spent Sunday with Tom Gallo-
way.
Mrs. Cora McNeeley and daugh-
ter were weekend guests of Mr.
! and Mrs. George Franklia.
Miss Atha Stallings has been
among the sick, but is able to Be
out.
Walter Glass was in town
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
and Mrs. Neeley and -daughters
boars; ready for service. Roy ,
Hawkins, Princeton, Route 3.
Dial 3051. 39-1tc
THE FREDONIA SEED CO.: is
offering a complete field ser-
vice to the seed producer this
I coming harvest time. You fittr-
nish the field, we combineRe-
clean and process at reasonable
terms. Make your arrangements
early. Current demand exceeds
the supply of field seeds. Call
I Fredonia 4202 or 4212. 30-lie
ATTENTION: Baseball Teams!
For Rawlings Athletic Equip-
ment, baseball -uniforms, and
West Kentucky's most complete
sporting goods service, In Hop- Oscs
kinsville It's Cayce-Yost. 39-1tc
- —
AT JENNIE STUART
Mrs. Mack Spickard, Marion
road, is under treatment at Jen-
nie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
visited in Hopkins county Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hicks visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
and Mrs. Hester Powell and cons
one day last week.
Mrs. Hylo Mohon was hostess
to Dawson Road Homemakers
Club March 16, at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Fred Nichols as co-hostess.
Mrs. Nichols opened the meet-
ing with scripture reading and
thought for the Month. Each
member answered roll call with
The titleof. the book she had
read this year.
Mrs. K. T. Vick, presider , was
in charge of the busi;oft session
n after which  st thei 
was
sn givenon c o v ebry-garnp
.aarevin Stallins and Mrs. Or-
man 'Travis
A report on the work day,
which was held February 23 at
the home of Mrs. K. T. Vick, was
given. Several picture frames
were refinished and several lamp-
shades were made.
the recreational period follow-
ed and refreshment; were served
to Mesdames Clyde Clayton, Wal-
ler Rogers, Roy Ward, Dennis
Marvel, Jack Nichols, Glover
Lewls, Frank Sisk, W. B. Rogers,
Verdie Creekmur, K. T. Vick, Or-
man ,Travis, Marvin Stallins,
Fred Nichols, Jr., and Hylo Mo-
hon.
The next meeting will be held
April 20 at 1:30 p. in. at the
home of Mrs. Orman Travis.
*ADDED EXTRA YEARS OF BEAUTY AND PR foto
FOR YOUR HOME Iv
.Buy Your Paint by Years and
Square Feet...not Price per Gallon
cp- It /*sit., Get the lest
BPS Covers More Looks Better. .. Lasts Longer
ONLY
S4.75
Per Gal
t1.50
PER (EVART
McGough Paint Wallpaper Store
"Th. Cornetts-Point Store"
mai 2585
For 'bright Spring costumes
warm new shades in
• a new lighter shade with: gold undertone to
wear withlight brown, beige or gold, or the
vivid greens so important this Spring.
Sunbeam .
a lovely sun-warmed shade tor toast, pastels,
thc soft, mutocd colors and white.
Both in our famous, SI Gauge, 15 Denier Nylons—
lovely, luxurious, high fashion at only 1.35 a pair
'Princeton Soldier On
urlough In Japan
Private First Class Howard R.
rtoutherl-,
' Homemakers News School Menus f
East .Side PupilsFlatrock
Petr.skiescirdsi.eunbMtaa°rtilk. arPtIleiliike"itmlicnkgwHoa°fsnitehelemecatoekrd: 
yawsthifit_bideb...e,GairTnruasydesiaiedbar7.:,adsoe.di
Luncheon menus lar
GirndiL-mopy--43.---ilirpar...MrS—
ganiza,tion • h e I d Wednesday. the week of April 3 will
SullivanA 
At 
 
the 
wasmee t t n  amedmrav. ice-pt-.
dent..rh
lamp shades while the devotional
and  
Harper
roeacere a tion ttendingp r p ogram r 
the 
was etptrneg-
March 15, at the home of Mrs.
gave the major lesson on cup cakes and ri,lk
buttered green peasi b
IniBlket.,f 
roast, 
ere;rrned
cooked eggs, bread and
tomatoes, turnip greens
Corn, pudding, 'moo
sented by Miss Doris Harper. .
gravy, mixed vtgetab
Winn, 
Mrs. Alta Hackney, 
Mrs. Beef
GCliaernednact.e
Blackboo, Mrs. 'Annie Tack- slaw, bread and hatter,
well, Miss Doris Ha r per and butter cookies and milk
mMrs. G 
SylvaniGilbert 
butter, pearTbsaulaitc:: ert
Wednesday
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver. The
next meeting will be held at 1:30 Lunch meat, lima
p. m. Wednesday, April 12, at kraut, cardinal salad. d
the home of Mrs. Gilbert Black- apple pie, bread and bu
Sullivan,Harper,
Friday "
burn.
with eggs, potato strips
' milk.
milk and ice cream.
Hamburger on bun,'.rider
tractive lamp shades are easily
told Crider Homemakers how at-
Leaders in fabric lampshades
ACCEPTS POSITIONmade when the group met at the Harold Creekmur, afthome of Mrs. William Coleman
and Mrs. T. H. Creeitinic,March 15 for their regular meet- land avenue, .has accepteding. Mrs. Hugh Yates and Mrs. sition with morgan,a
A. D. McElroy gave the lesson. Store, it was announcedThe group voted to meet with He is a former student at,Mrs. Hubert Williamson for an State College, Bowling G
all-day meeting to work on pie- _ .
ture frames and fabric lamp McElroy, Arse' Nelson, RI
Ledford, son of Mrs. Millie Kirk, shades. Phtidps, Dock Son, Dolph
202 West Young street, Princeton, Present were Misses Nell Guess, son, Hubert Wilham3 andi 
Clifton Clift, Floyd Dunbar, A. D. visitor.
as recently left his organization, Grace Adamson and Mesdames Yates.
which is stationed In Japan, for Leslie Bright, WillimIn Coleman, Kra. Eurie Williamson
15-day furlough which will be
pent at Nara Hotel, Nara, Japan.
Authorized 30 days. leave for
each year of military service,.
Private First Class Ledfor;*, ex-
pects to spend his IS too taking
sight-seeing to tli. It of famous
shrines, cit'a4 and scenery of
LET NO GRAVE
BE UNMARKED--
Enduring Quality memorials
Moderate Prices
Phone 2640, Write or Visit
Allen Monumental
Works
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
Princeton, Ky.
Several Nice Houses and Farms
For Sale -
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
Time to stock up on California Peaches
and Michigan Cherries at this new low price
Sour Pitted, South re.AL HES, Remarstause, sliced In
Haven, 19 oz. can 2 for  
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst.
strained, 4 OZ. can  8it
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
Lee, 19 OZ. can 2 for  25(
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
No. 21/4 can
MACARONJ or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
3 pkgs. 
LOVING CUP COFFEE,
lb. 65c 3 lbs.
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole, fancy
No.4 21/4 can 
GREENS, Kale, Mustard or Turnip 0(
Nancy Lee, 18 M. can ......
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson'4 
 25(
SUNSHINE MILK
tall can 
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar 
SALMON, Derby
No I tall can
SARDINES, Sealect
No. 1 tall can 
TOMATOES, May Day
No. 2 can 
SUNSHINE KRISPY
I lb.
10(
55(
33(
111(
121(
CVKEKS 
 25(
Fresh Fruits and Produce
green 19 oz. can
TOMATO CATSUP,. Vine Ripe.
14 oz. bottle 
4 — Ma:RICAN CHFJESE FOOD. Fith'
loaf 
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. box 
CRISP CUT PINEAPPLE, Dole
No. 21/4 can 
HOMINY, Alice
No. 2 can 9c 3 for
SAL ER KRAUT, Lang tam
No. 2S2 can 
SAI,AD DRESSING, Table Garde.i
qt. jar
POPCORN, Sunburst
10 oz. can 
TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
No. Li can 
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
101/4 oz. can 4 for
SARDINES, Eagle in mustard or
oil, No. ,4 can 3 for
LOVING CUP TEA
'i lb. pkg. 
SUNSHINE HI HO CRACKER-
lb.  
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE
10 lbs. 
YELLOW ONIONS
4 lbs. 
ROUND or SIRLOIN
lb. 
BEEF SHORT RIBS
IA:Truce. large 4 oxen size
head 
NEW ALABAMA TRIUMPH POT MA's
Ihs
GRADE A BEEF
19( „, (K ROASTlb.
45( 
SMOKED REGULAR PH !••
SMOKED REGULAR DAMS, whole of its
half lb. •
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